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55 Urban Environmental Management 
inn Practice: Infrastructure, Actors, 
Perceptionss and Actions 

Thiss chapter examines the urban environmental management as it is practised in 
Nakuru,, focusing on the areas of water supply, sanitation and solid waste manage-
ment.. The major questions that this chapter addresses are related to the existing 
infrastructure,, institutional arrangements and actors in the provision of urban ser-
vicess under focus, the problems associated with urban services delivery and the 
individuall  and collective responses to problems related to water supply, sanitation 
andd solid waste management. Under the current set up of the municipal govern-
mentt in Nakuru (see Chapter 3) and the structure of the provision of services that 
wil ll  be discussed in this chapter, the low-income settlements do not have access to 
mostt of these services. This explains the expanded role of the private sector and 
NGOss in the provision of services as new actors in urban environmental manage-
ment.. It also implies that households respond to the perceived problems by either 
actingg individually or in collective entities in order to ensure that they get these 
basicc services. In this respect, we will pay ample attention to the role of commu-
nity-basedd organisations (CBOs). 

5.11 The infrastructur e system for  urban services 

5.1.15.1.1 Water s upply 

Untill  1985, the town was adequately served with water. In the recent past, how-
ever,, the supply of water has been characterised by chronic shortages affecting 
mainlyy the residential and industrial functions. The town gets its water from both 
surfacee and underground water sources. The council has about six major water 
reservoirs.. While most of the water distributed to consumers is treated, some wa-
terr from the boreholes is not. Available information from the Municipal Council of 
Nakuruu (MCN)36 indicates that the water reticulation system is inadequate with 
onlyy about 35 km2 (34%) of the municipal being covered. Areas well covered in-
cludee the Central Business District, Milimani, Shaabab, Freehold, Section 58, Free 
area,, the Industrial area and the Council housing estates37. Water supply in newly 

Informationn from the MCN Water and Sewerage Department. 
Thee MCN owns over 5,000 housing units within the municipality and they are well served with 
water. . 
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settledd areas38 is mainly achieved through collaborative initiatives between house-
holds,, civil society organisations and the private sector. 

Itt is estimated that water sources have a capacity of 36,260 m3/day and that the ac-
tuall  water supply is 28,280 mVday (MCN, 1999). Other supplementary sources 
includee the National Water Conservation and Pipeline Corporation (NWC&PC)39, 
thee Kenya Army40, Lanet Barracks, eight private boreholes and self-help water pro-
jectss in Barut and Mogoon areas. The supplementary sources supply a total of 
11,9900 mVday against a design capacity of 15,290 m3/day (DURP, 1998). The re-
portt states that the total water supply is 40,270 m3/day against the present demand 
off  50,000 m /day. It is not possible to accurately determine the individual water 
demandd for various consumer groups. The report by the DURP states that in the 
absencee of comprehensive data on various consumer groups, water demand can be 
calculatedd on the design criteria based on domestic demand.41 The quantity of wa-
terr supply has been subject to large fluctuations owing to the operational condition 
off  pumping facilities in the borehole fields. What this means for the situation in 
low-incomee neighbourhoods and the households responses will be examined in the 
Sectionss 5.3 and 5.4. 

Residentss of Nakuru Municipality depend on public water supply for their domes-
ticc use. The municipality depends on two water treatment works and three borehole 
fieldss for its potable water supply. According to the municipal records, there were 
onlyy 15,000-registered water consumers by 1999, out of a total population of nearly 
300,000.422 This implies that most of the actual water supply available to the coun-
cill  is lost or unaccounted for. This is attributed to illegal water consumption and 
connections,, a high number of non-metered connections, shortage of meters, defec-
tivee meters, leakage of long service lines and wastage at the council housing estates 
wheree we find communal water closets. According to information from the former 
Waterr Supply and Sewerage Department, the quantity of water unaccounted for is 
veryy large. There have been recommendations to install more meters and put leak-
agee detection and reduction mechanisms in place to reduce the amount of water 
unaccountedd for. This has, however, not been done thus far. 

Thesee are areas around Kiamunyi, Lanet and Teachers. 

Priorr to February 2001, the NWC&PC was selling water to the MCN. There was some disagree-
mentt between the two entities. 

Onlyy supplies water to the Barracks and Army Training School. 

Basedd on past experiences in Kenya, the following two assumptions were made to estimate the 
waterr demand in Nakuru: half to two-thirds of the urban water is for domestic demand and the 
averagee domestic water consumption rate is 100-litres/person/per day (DURP, 1998). 
Informationn from the former Water and Sewerage Department. 
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Mapp 5.1. Structure of Services (water, electricity, sewer and solid waste collection) 

Poorlyy serviced (CBO initiatives) 

Areass receiving private waste collection 

Areass receiving MCN garbage collection 

5.1.25.1.2 Sewerage and storm water drainage 

Seweragee involves the mechanisms of handling domestic and industrial liquid 
waste.. Domestic sewage disposal in Nakuru town is done through sewer reticula-
tion,, septic tanks and cesspools and pit latrines. There are two sewage treatment 
works:: the Old Town treatment works within the boundaries of Lake Nakuru Na-
tionall  Park and the newer and bigger Njoro treatment works in the south-west, both 
usingg stabilisation ponds as the treatment mechanism (MCN, 1999). The capacity 
off  the sewage system is underutilised, mainly because of the inadequate sewage 
network.. The MCN estimates that the truck sewer system only covers about 13 km2 

withh only 12,000 sewer connections. As a result, only 19% of the built-up area is 
servedd by the sewage network, including areas such as the CBD, the Industrial 
Area,, the MCN housing estates, Shaabab, Pangani, Lakeview, Racetrack, Gilani 
Estate,, Prisons and the Lanet Army Barracks and their surroundings. About 5,000 
consumerss of water are not connected (DURP, 1997). In the low-income neigh-
bourhoods,, it is common to see wastewater flowing along the roads from the 
householdss that are not connected to the sewerage system, running directly into 
openn drains which become breeding habitats for disease vectors (see Plate 5.1). 

Mainn water pipes  Boreholes 

Mainn electricity lines A Refuse chambers 

Mainn sewer pipes  Water Kiosks 
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Consideringg the pollution of ground water, which is a major water source, it would 
bee necessary to expand the sewerage trunk and reticulation network into all areas 
off  the town, and especially in the high-density low-income areas. 

Thee use of septic tanks and cesspools are common mainly in high-income areas 
suchh as Milimani, in public institutions and in some newly settled areas especially 
middlee and high-income settlements like Kiamunyi, Teachers and Lanet. This 
translatess to about 11% of the households in the unsewered areas in the town. The 
usee of pit latrines is limited to the low-income high-density settlements such as 
Kwaronda,, Kaptembwo, Kiamunyeki and Barut. In all, 89% of the households use 
pitt latrines in the low income, high-density areas of the town (DURP, 1997). 

Platee 5.1 Raw sewer flowing from a house compound in Lakeview estate into 
Lakee Nakuru 

5.1.35.1.3 Solid waste management 

Noo official statistics or reliable data are available on waste generation, but it is 
estimatedd to be 350 tonnes per day, based on the assumption that the generation 
ratioo is 0.5-0.6 kg per day per capita and that the current population amounts to 
nearlyy 300,000 (JBIC, 2001). There is also no data about the composition of 
waste.. Rough estimates indicate that plastics, especially plastic films, constitute 
aa significantly large portion of the total garbage volume. There are no official 
recyclingg activities at the moment. However, scrap metal, paper, plastics, bot-
tless and vegetable matter are materials sorted at the generation source for sale 
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too buyers who in most cases transport these items to recycling facilities outside 
thee municipality. 

Theree are several ways to discharge and store the waste, including the din con-
tainer,, the multi-container and the refuse chamber. People may also just throw 
theirr waste in pits near their houses or on illegal dumping sites. A din container 
hass a capacity of 1.1 m3. They were donated by the Italian Government in 1989 
andd now almost useless, since most of them have broken down (see Plate 5.2). 
Multi-containerss with a capacity of 15 m3 are set out and sometimes grounded 
att locations where there is much generation of waste, such as markets or the 
CBD. . 

Platee 5.2 Broken din container 

AA refuse chamber (see Plate 5.3) is a fixed storage facility with a capacity of 11 m3 

builtt of concrete blocks, introduced by WWF in low-income neighbourhoods. There 
aree 19 refuse chambers that have been built in partnership and witb assistance from 
thee MCN (providing land), the LA 21 group, WWF and KWS (providing funds), and 
thee local communities (maintenance of the chambers and notifying MCN when the 
chamberss are filled up). It is worth noting that the refuse chambers are presently not 
properlyy used, as most households were not consulted regarding the appropriate loca-
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tionn of the chambers.43 There are also concerns about the design of the refuse cham-
berss and it is common to find garbage littering the structures. 

Platee 5.3 Refuse chamber 

Inn 1997, the MCN had only five collection44 vehicles in good serviceable condi-
tions,, only three of which were operational. The current waste collection and 
transportationn system is quite miserable because of the lack of proper collection 
vehicless to transport the waste. In the mid-1980s, the MCN had and maintained 
eightt refuse collection vehicles, but presently only 2-3 refuse collection vehicles 
aree on the road per day, on average. 

Otherss are parked in the municipal garage with no hope for repair because of lack 
off  financial resources, spare parts, tools and maintenance skills. The electric power 
too the garage was disconnected two years ago as a result of unpaid electricity bills. 

Inn the discussions with some residents in the Pangani area, some of them noted that the refuse 
chamberss were located too far from their houses and they found themselves dumping their domes-
ticc solid waste in undesignated areas. In fact, only a few households in a specific locality need to 
startt dumping in an open site near their houses for a site to turn into a rubbish dump, especially if 
thee site is not in anyone's backyard. The poorly maintained roads turn out to be the most favour-
ablee areas for dumping. 

Inn the period that we undertook our survey (1998-2000), there were only two vehicles operational, 
whichh were occasionally backed up by a tipper from the Town Engineer's Department. 
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Theree are three types of collection vehicles on the road: a side loader, a multi-lif t 
andd the mini-matics. In all, 86% of the households dump the waste at undesignated 
openn sites and the municipal collection services only cater for 9% of the house-
holdss (JBIC, 2001). Also, there are the small-scale private refuse collection com-
paniess in town like Salvage Refuse Collectors, Nakuru Hygiene Services and Par-
rotss Services who enter into contracts with individual households and institutions 
too collect their waste. In addition to these companies, there are other unregistered 
wastee collectors that collect waste from restaurants and institutions, which they 
dumpp on illegal dumping sites at night to avoid the disposal fee at the municipal 
dumpingg site. This was evidenced by the presence of waste dumped in low-income 
neighbourhoodss of Ronda and Kaptembwo that consisted of beer cans and vegeta-
bles;; waste that is rarely generated by low-income households. 

Platee 5.4 Burning of waste after a community clean-up day 

Thee MCN has one designated site for solid waste disposal located at the western 
sidee of the town. The disposal system is based on open dumping in an abandoned 
excavationn quarry next to the London residential area. The dumping site is situated 
aboutt 4 km from the CBD on the upper side of the industrial areas where there are 
manyy private boreholes. All kinds of waste, including hazardous, industrial and 
hospitall  waste, is dumped at this site. The current dumping site was opened in 
1974.. The method used at the site is controlled tipping where soil is used to cover 
thee waste and it is done on a daily basis. This method was practised during the ini-
tiall  stages. It is no longer done due to a breakdown of the equipment that was used. 
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Thee waste is now ,without any form of separation, being dumped in a natural ra-
vine.. Where the ravine has been filled up, the garbage is covered with a thin layer 
off  soil where food crops are now being cultivated. There is, however, no controlled 
tippingg at the site and the waste is dumped in the open environment. As a result, 
badd smell, breeding of flies and mosquitoes, vermin and rodents pose serious health 
riskss to the people surrounding the areas. Due to burning of waste, which is com-
monn scene in most residential areas and at the dumping sites, air pollution is also 
evidentt (Plate 5.4). Underground water pollution is most likely since the underly-
ingg aquifer is volcanic and extremely pervious. This, however, has not been scien-
tificall yy ascertained. 

Humann settlement at the tipping site and agricultural activities are causing a lot of 
concern.. The area can hardly expand due to encroachment and with the current in-
creasee in refuse yield its lifespan is grossly compromised. Plate 5.5 shows the 
dumpingg site Menengai, which is almost filled up. 

Platee 5.5 The dumping site at Gioto, Menengai 

5.1.45.1.4 Implications of the status of the infrastructure system 

Givenn the above structure of services in Nakuru, the low-income settlements suffer 
aa blunt lack of provisioning. Low-income residents therefore take various initia-
tivess in order to improve the structure of services in their neighbourhoods. House-
holdss in these neighbourhoods organise themselves in collaboration with other 
actorss to improve the quality of their environment and ensure that they get the 
veryy basic services. Such household responses to shortages of water supply, lack 
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off  sanitation facilities and lack of garbage collection services and its results will be 
analysedd in Section 5.4. 

5.22 The actors in urban service provision 

Ass will be seen in this section, several actors from various sectors are involved in 
thee provision of urban services. The provision of water and sewerage was, until 
recently,, the sole responsibility of the MCN. Now, the former Water and Sewerage 
Departmentt has been fully commercialised. The main actors involved in water sup-
ply455 are the National Water Conservation and Pipeline Corporation, the Nakuru 
Qualityy Water and Sewerage Services (NAQWASS) (until 2001), the Kenya Asso-
ciationn of Manufacturers (KAM) 46, owners of private boreholes, self-help water 
supplyy schemes, the Catholic Diocese of Nakuru and the individual water vendors 
off  the CBO Naroka.47 NAQWASS was, until recently, also the main actor involved 
inn sewerage. The management of solid waste48 is primarily the responsibility of the 
MCN,, through its Public Heath Department. However, an institutional change is 
proposed,, aimed at establishing an Environmental Department, which will have 
fourr sections: the cleansing section, the parks and cemetery section, the pollution 
controll  section and administration. In recent years, private sector entrepreneurs 
havee increasingly been involved in refuse collection and disposal. It is estimated 
thatt the current waste generation is 350 tonnes per day, slightly less than 20% of 
whichh is collected by the MCN.49 Other groups involved in solid waste manage-
ment500 in Nakuru include three private companies (i.e. Parrots, Hygiene services 
andd Salvage), individual waste collectors and scrap-metal recyclers. The informal 
juajua kali sector has a lot of interest and several waste pickers51 in the dumping 
site.. NGOs - especially the WWF - have been instrumental in facilitating the 
buildingg of refuse collection chambers in different locations in Nakuru, while sev-
erall  environmental CBOs are also active in the area of solid waste management. In 
thee areas selected for the household surveys - Lakeview, Kwaronda, Kaptembwo 

Thee current Government policy is to withdraw from direct involvement in the implementation and 
managementt of water schemes and hand them over to communities, local authorities and other 
servicee providers. See the Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper 2000-2003, p. 16 and the Ses-
sionall  paper No. 1 of 1999. 

Thee Kenya Association of Manufacturers is involved in the management of water bills payments 
byy industrialists for the maintenance and rehabilitation of boreholes. 

Inn Chapter 6 we will discuss the partnership arrangements that have been formed within the water 
sectorr in more detail. 

Thee terms solid waste, refuse and garbage are used interchangeably in this book. 

Informationn from Mr Isaac Kimani, Public Health Officer with the MCN. 

Solidd waste management refers to the handling of waste/garbage/refuse from the generation to 
treatmentt and disposal. It may also include the recovery, re-use and recycling of solid waste. 

Wastee pickers are commonly known as Chokolas. 
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andd Mwariki - four such environmental CBOs were studied. The new actors 
emergedd because the MCN is no longer able to adequately supply these services 
becausee of various factors, including institutional weaknesses and the dramatic in-
creasee in the population. Many households in the low-income areas rarely receive 
anyy municipal services and this had led to the mushrooming of environmental 
CBOss that are today involved in cleaning-up exercises in the neighbourhoods. We 
wil ll  see that there is very littl e collective action in the high-income neighbour-
hoods,, which still receive municipal services. In the deprived areas (low-income 
andd usually unplanned settlements) and also in the middle income areas, house-
holdss have come up with initiatives to ensure that they have some of the basic ser-
vicess like water supply, sanitation and solid waste management services. Below, 
wee wil l first zoom in on the governmental actors, the private sector and NGOs. 
Next,, we wil l highlight the problems faced with regard to solid waste management 
andd examine the activities undertaken by the households (either individually or col-
lectivelyy through CBOs) as a response to the deficiencies. 

5.2.15.2.1 The role of MCN in urban environmental management 
Nakuruu acquired its municipal status in 1952. The town is a constituency repre-
sentedd by a Member of Parliament (MP) in the Kenyan parliament. The constitu-
encyy and provincial administrative centre gives the town an important but peculiar 
politicall  significance in Kenya.52 At municipal level, Nakuru is divided into 19 
electivee civic wards. Each ward is being represented by a councillor in the MCN. 
Inn addition, different parties nominate five councillors and the District Commis-
sionerr for Nakuru also sits in the council. The sitting councillors elect the mayor, 
whoo is assisted by a deputy mayor and various sectoral committee heads. In theory, 
thee MCN should be an autonomous local authority, but in practice it is an agency 
off  the central government on behalf of which the council implements policies un-
derr the supervision of the Minister of Local Government. 

Thee MCN is responsible for encouraging good governance within the municipal-
ity.. For the purposes of effective policy making, legislation and the translation of 
decisionss and laws to the social, economic and ecological domains, the MCN has 
aa legislative arm, the major function of which is policy formulation, and an executive 
arm,, which implements these policies. The council is supposed to manage the 
growthh of the town by undertaking elaborate planning and managerial activities, 
suchh as the provision and delivery of services and control and regulation of the day-
to-dayy human developmental activities within its jurisdictional boundaries. The ex-
tentt to which these arms function to ensure the efficient provision of urban basic 

Nakuruu has for long been Kenya's political hotbed and the municipality has since 1992 been led by 
oppositionn councillors. 
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servicess and coordinate urban development initiatives depends to a large extent on 
somee socio-economic and political conditions. 

Thee legislative arm operates on a committee system model, with each committee 
consistingg of elected council members and performing specific functions. There are 
sevenn committees in charge of the following issues: education, social services and 
housing,, public health and environment, water and sewerage, housing development, 
townn planning and works, and finances. These committees are in charge of formu-
latingg policy laws and regulations that guide the execution of the council's func-
tions.. These policies are discussed with officials from the Ministry of Local Gov-
ernmentt before they are adopted and implemented. We note, however, that there 
havee been frequent conflicts in policy formulation between the municipal govern-
mentt and the central government. 

Thee executive arm is divided into seven departments based on the nature of services 
provided.. They include general administration, municipal engineer, education, social 
servicess and housing, public health, water and sewerage and the municipal treasurer. 
Eachh department is divided into sections with specific powers, duties and responsi-
bilities.. The seven committees and seven departments with their various sections 
constitutee the management and organisational structure of the municipality. Of the 
sevenn standing committees, the Town Planning and Works Committee is the one that 
dealss with town planning and development control issues.53 

Decision-makingg takes place in four major stages: 
1.. The town clerk discusses the matters raised or received in the council with 

relevantt committee chairpersons and heads of departments. 
2.. Relevant committee members meet and discuss the matters and issues for con-

sultationn with other committees within the council and can also invite persons 
andd agencies outside the council. The town clerk and other chief officers sit as 
ex-officioex-officio members. The committee recommends to the council the suitable and 
possiblee actions to be taken with regard to particular matters. 

3.. Decisions and proposals are referred to the full council meeting for approval. 
Thee council adopts or approves decisions and actions to be taken. 

4.. Council officers in relevant departments implement the necessary measures in 
partnershipp with the town clerk's office. 

Discussionss with a newly posted Town Planner. The position of the town planner was recently 
createdd as it was realised that there was need for a qualified town planner within the municipality. 
Earlier,, the office of the town engineer undertook the planning roles. 
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Communityy participation to the full council meetings takes place either through the 
electedd councillors or through the technical officers linked to the people through 
servicee delivery. Instruments used to reach the people are the by-laws, licensing 
enforcement,, plans etc. The management structure of the council has a number of 
weaknessess such as inadequate participation by the communities in decision-
making,, unresponsiveness of the management to the diverse needs of the commu-
nity,, poor functional relationship between the councillors and the chief officers, 
barrierr between the management structure and the community, and lack of appro-
priatee tools to work with. In addition to popular representation through elected 
members,, the direct involvement of the local population in the decision-making 
processs is an idea that is being experimented with in Nakuru. There have been at-
temptss by the MCN to promote community participation in environmental man-
agementt through the support of their organisations. CBOs are recognised entities54 

byy the municipal authorities and are involved in some municipal deliberations. The 
MCNN is aware that in order to serve people more effectively and to gain maximum 
supportt to its programmes, it must become more accountable and transparent to the 
locall  people, for whom the decisions are made. The local people must be involved 
nott only in the plan preparation process, but also in various aspects of programme 
implementation. . 

Thee MCN is currently unable to provide many services especially in the low-
incomee areas and it has problems in paying its staff.55 There have been abuses of 
positionss by both elected members and council officials. Corruption is rampant at 
thee MCN.56 Decision-making is typically split between the mayor, the council 
(throughh the committees) and the chief officers, including the town clerk. The 
mayorr has some influence in the decision-making process, though his major objec-
tivee is getting re-elected.57 There is lack of continuity in the system since the mayor 
iss elected after two years. The main objective of the councillors (who represent the 
wards)) is to enrich themselves and get re-elected later, which requires them to de-
liverr results to their constituents. Actually, their concern is to maximise the slice of 

Alll  CBOs are registered with the Department of Housing and Social Services. 

Duringg the fieldwork period, there were strikes by the council workers every last week of the 
monthh because of delayed and unpaid salaries. 

Thee former Minister of local Government, Hon. J.J. Kamotho, ordered the suspension of MCN 
Mayorr Herman Nderi in November and ordered investigations into councillors' allegations against 
thee mayor. The allegations included financial mismanagement, illegal disposal of council assets 
suchh as plots and houses and over- staffing. 

Duee to political interference, political differences and disagreements among the councillors, the 
townn clerk was forced on compulsory leave in the year 2000 and the mayor has been suspended 
byy the Minister of Local authorities the same year pending investigations on abuse of office. This 
wil ll  definitely affect the implementation of some programmes and projects in Nakuru. 
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cakee going to their ward, rather than concerning for the whole town. They also 
havee a short-term vision58 of five years at most, and most of them concentrate on 
enrichingg themselves before the term expires. Individual councillor's powers to in-
fluencee decision-making are constrained by lack of municipal resources, a small 
spheree of influence within the MCN and hostility from the council officers. The chief 
officerss are supposed to guide the committees on technical matters. There have been 
frequentfrequent conflicts and tensions between the officers and the councillors and this se-
riouslyriously affected the operations of the MCN. Within the current council, all full 
councill  meetings have been disrupted with councillors trading accusations and 
counterr accusations (see Box 5.1 on recent disruptions of a full council meeting 
duee to political differences). The interviews revealed that chief officers have a 
long-termm vision for the town, though their performance is rarely measured. Their 
powerss to influence decisions are constrained by regulations, limited financial 
resourcess and hostilities from politicians. For any decision to be approved, it has to 
bee endorsed by the full council meeting chaired by the mayor. 

Bothh the legislative and the executive arms of the municipality undertake decision-
makingg processes and until recently actors outside the MCN were rarely consulted. 
Differentt actors, groups and interests may influence the decision-making about and 
thee implementation of projects, both formally and informally, but their ability to in-
fluencee outcomes is highly unequal. There also have always been continuous con-
flictss between the legislature and the executive arms, which affects the provision of 
servicess and performance of specific functions. Finally, there are other central gov-
ernmentt agencies that influence decision-making within the MCN. The central gov-
ernment,, through the institutions of the Provincial Commissioner (PC) and the Dis-
trictt Commissioner (DC) (see below), is also administrating the implementation of 
governmentt policies in the municipality. The two administrative officers also form 
thee security councils in Nakuru. The poor coordination of the MCN and central gov-
ernmentt activities is a serious problem, to the extent that political party functionaries 
att times usurp the powers and functions of the municipality. For instance, the ruling 
partyy supporters, locally known as "the KANU youth wingers", collect revenues at 
thee bus-Matatu terminal. This is clearly an activity that is supposed to be done by the 
MCN,, but has been taken over by a non-municipal actor.59 These central government 
policiess and administrative institutions that operate in the context of the province and 
thee district modify the role of MCN in the development of the economy. There is 

Curruntherss (1978) argues that "it always strikes him as ironic that we have placed responsibility 
forr curbing our 'defective faculty' for the future in the hands of individuals whose prime interests 
rarelyy exceed five years" 

Thiss is an example of political interference with the running of the affairs of the MCN and other 
councilss in Kenya. 
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needd to coordinate all agencies in order to improve the quality of the environment 
andd the level of service delivery in the municipality. 

Boxx 5.1 Nakuru councillors exchange blow, kicks 

AA NAuru Municii ^  coimciUor  was last eveninc arrested in a 
;iall  mace. Councillor 

coun--
M M 

taadSatnuelNg'enoo who had assaulted 

wass wmsKea away oy OT-

HennaaMarineNdai.Itwasadayy of shame as die revered mace, a 
off  the council, was grabbed by Ndcri' s right-hand man» Kuri a Gitu, 

clerkk before tearing it into 
aa staimch Maathai critic , reigned vicious 

chamberr  had to take cover  under  a 

Source:Source: EastJfiicanStandard, £OSted on the web Saturday, May 4th 2 0 ^ | | l l l l j l l j | 

lano^^  five comKaHc^aiHl t h r e es 
Source:Source: The East African Standard (Nairobi); June 15, 2002 ,Posted to the web June 17, 
20022002 by Steven MkawaléÈi ^ 

Ass noted elsewhere, environmental management in Nakuru has a multi-sectoral 
approach.. For purposes of the three areas that are the focus of our study, the Water 
andd Sewerage Committee and the Water Supply and Sewerage Department (WSD) 
aree the two management and organisational structures responsible for water supply 
andd sanitation. Within the solid waste management sector, the statutory responsibil-
ityy is vested in the Public Health and Environment department in accordance with 
thee MCN Public Health bylaws 1994. Major issues are discussed during the com-
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mitteee meetings and later certified by the full council meeting and hence become 
councill  resolutions. The council officers implement these resolutions. Generally, 
thee areas covered include water supply, sanitation, drainage, solid waste manage-
ment,, pollution control, public health nuisances control and disposal of the dead. 
Thee committee meetings are held on a monthly basis and so is the main council 
meeting.. The Public Health and Environment departments prepare the agendas of 
thee meetings, though other issues relevant may be raised during discussions under 
thee monthly report of the department. 

5.2.25.2.2 The role of non-municipal central government institutions 
Manyy government agencies, NGOs and research institutions support environmental 
managementt and conservation initiatives within the MCN and the Lake Nakuru 
catchmentt basin. This has created a complex web of information and activities, 
whichh are not always well integrated. The non-municipal institutions that impact on 
thee environmental management initiatives are: 

(i)(i)  The Ministry of Local Government (MOLG) 
Thee MOLG officers are responsible for the Nakuru Local Authority Development 
Programmee (LADP)60 and the District Development Committee (DDC), which are 
amongg the most influential planning institutions that have a direct role in urban 
planningg and management. The DDC, coordinated by the Nakuru DC, is the overall 
bodyy dealing with development matters in the district, including departmental ac-
tivitiess of sectoral ministries and NGOs. In the DDC's development coordination 
context,, MCN is just one of the many development agencies in Nakuru District. 
Otherr institutions include NGOs, the churches and a number of parastatal bodies. 
Inn 1987, the Ministry of Local Government produced manuals with financial and 
technicall  assistance of USAID to guide local authorities in preparing LADPs. One 
off  the problems of the LADPs is lack of linkage to environmental concerns, while 
alll  local authorities have to wait for officers from the ministry to prepare the 
LADPss because of the shortage of qualified staff. The other weakness is the lack of 
financesfinances to implement development programmes. 

(ii)(ii)  The Ministry of Agriculture 
Thee Ministry of Agriculture has a Nakuru-based District Soil and Water Conserva-
tionn Officer, who works with six divisional extension officers in the Nakuru 
catchment.. These are well-trained staff who work closely with the WWF pro-

Thee LADP is an investment plan covering the entire Nakuru District, including the areas 
underr the jurisdiction of the MCN. LADP is developed by officers from the MOLG in col-
laborationn with the DDC where the town engineer, director of social services and the town 
clerkk represent MCN. 
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grammee that, unlike the Ministry, is able to provide transport, fuel, lunches and 
otherr support for field officers. Much of their work is to advocate sustainable farm-
ingg methods to some 200 small farmers per year. They also have joint activities 
withh the Kenya Wildlif e Service (KWS) along the boundary of the National Park, 
conductingg Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and advising people on how to 
livee with wildlife. The District Soil and Water Conservation staffs have apparently 
hadd a lot of success working with small-scale farmers, but they have made less 
progresss with those people in the newly settled areas, who do not yet have title to 
theirr land and are therefore less committed. The retrenchment of 60 out of the dis-
trict'ss 300 agricultural extension officers has also been a drawback. 

(Hi)(Hi)  The Forestry Department 
Thee Forestry Department of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources 
hass a Provincial and District Forestry staff based in Nakuru. The cutting and de-
gazettingg of parts of the Mau forest for resettlement, which they were unable to 
opposee in the face of political decisions, dispirited the department's staffs. This 
wass apparently done without technical guidance or proper surveying. Much faith is 
noww being placed in the new forestry policy, which concentrates on community 
participation,, privatisation and the development of a new Forestry Service. No in-
stantt de-gazetting will be possible61. Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), 
stakeholderr consultation and approval of the District Environmental Committee 
wouldd be required. Much hope is also being put in the New Environmental Man-
agementt and Coordination Act, to integrate measures for the protection and man-
agementt of forests in the Lake Nakuru Catchments. The department sees intensive 
farmm forestry as the way ahead in the catchment. They are now providing extension 
servicess on species selection, nurseries, planting and care, based on the experience 
off  a long-term FINlDA-funded farm forestry in the north of the catchment. The 
departmentt encourages partnership between all interested parties and works with, 
forr example, Friends of Mau Watershed and the Forest Action Network. The Africa 
Developmentt Bank is currently considering the funding of catchments rehabilita-
tionn in the Bahati Forest. 

(iv)(iv) The Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) 
Thee KWS is involved in education, extension and research, both inside the Na-
tionall  Park and in the Catchment. KWS staff work with many of the other initia-
tivess in the catchment, and are particularly involved with communities neighbour-
ingg the park to minimise human/wildlife conflicts. In addition, KWS has been con-
ductingg research on lake water quality and flamingo population dynamics. An im-

Thee major problem in Kenya is the enforcement of existing rules and regulations and recently the 
governmentt cleared large chunks of forests for resettlements despite public objections. 
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portantt contribution to environmental management will be the KWS Lake Nakuru 
Nationall  Park Integrated Management Plan (currently in draft), which extends to 
thee whole catchment of the lake. This will require very serious integration of 
otherr stakeholders and donors if it is to be fully implemented. It is important to 
notee that the KWS manages the Lake Nakuru National Park that occupies 64% of 
thee entire municipality. However, the revenue generated from the park is con-
trolledd directly by the central government and the municipality gets nothing. 
Apartt from the minimal support of the communities surrounding the National 
park,, the MCN only gets littl e revenue through licensing tourist hotels within the 
town. . 

(v)(v) The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MENR) 
Thee MENR's local interest in environmental management within the municipality 
andd the Lake's Catchment area is though the establishment of the District Envi-
ronmentall  Committee (DEC), of which the District Commissioner (DC) is the 
Chairman,, and the District Environmental Officer (DEO) is the Secretary. The 
DECC is currently preparing its District Environmental Action Plan (DEAP). No 
draftt is yet available. In fact, the DEO requires considerable technical assistance 
too articulate the breadth and complexity of environmental issues within the mu-
nicipalityy and the Lake Nakuru basin. By the time we collected data for this 
study,, no provincial Environmental committee (PEC) had yet been formed, but 
thee provincial Forestry officer was acting Chairman pro tern. By the time that we 
collectedd data for this study, NEMA had not yet been established though the post 
off  provincial NEMA officer had been advertised. At the national level, the 
MENRR has expressed an interest in the protection of the Lake Nakuru Basin, and 
sentt a mission to Nakuru at the end of the year 2000 to discuss the matter. There 
hass not yet been any further development on this idea. Unusually, the MENR is 
noww also involved in water supply and sewerage in Nakuru, having unilaterally 
takenn over this responsibility from NAQWASS and the MCN in February 2001 
(seee Section 5.2.3). 

Thee implication of the issues discussed above is that those groups who have tra-
ditionallyy participated in decision-making continue to do so: women, youth and 
generallyy the poor have been excluded from the process. This can be attributed to 
thee limited resources available and the tradition of working only with the edu-
catedd and articulate property-owning middle classes. What is evident is that a 
significantt gap exists between the rhetoric and the reality, which is unlikely to be 
reducedd without significant central government political support and appropriate 
legislation. . 
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5.2.35.2.3 The private sector 

Thee private sector is actively involved in urban environmental management 
throughh water supply within the industrial area and water vending activities in the 
low-incomee areas and garbage collection, disposal and recycling activities. A signifi-
cantt part of this work is done by the informal sector: the part of the economy that 
doess manual work for cheap wages, under poor working conditions and without 
legall  protection or job security. 

WaterWater supply 

Memberss of the Kenya Association of Manufacturers (KAM) , Nakuru Chapter, 
signedd an agreement with the MCN in March 1995, in which they were to contrib-
utee money for rehabilitation of council boreholes. The money contributed by pri-
vatee investors was to be credited to individual accounts on charges payable to the 
council.. According to the KAM chairman, investors rehabilitated all council bore-
holess between 1995 and 1999. KAM has been supportive of the idea of commercial-
isingg the water and sewerage department. Commercialisation of water in Kenya 
startedd in 1999 after the government issued Sessional Paper No. 1 of 1999 on the Na-
tionall  Policy on Water Resources and Development. The government and GTZ 
subsequentlyy contracted a consultancy firm, GOPA, to coordinate water commer-
cialisationn in selected urban areas. GOPA formed the Urban Water and Sewerage 
Managementt (UWASM) that has been coordinating water commercialisation in 
Kenya'ss urban areas. 

Withinn the water supply sector, the informal worker is mostly engaged as a water 
vendor.. Households normally contact the water vendor in times when the major 
sourcee of water for domestic use is interrupted. Of all households interviewed, 6% 
getss water from the water vendor on a daily basis, 8% gets water every other day 
andd 12% buys water at least once a week. Irregular contacts with water vendors 
existt for 42% of the households, which contact a water vendor for the supply of 
waterr when they need it. Only 29% of the households does not buy water from wa-
terr vendors. In addition to the water supply from water vendors, households used 
domesticc labour to fetch water from the council estates directly. 

Thee household survey revealed that the water vendors were making a living out of 
thee sale of water, using bicycles or handcarts to deliver the water. They normally 
draww the water from council estates free of charge to sell it at Kshs. 10 per 20 litres 
gallon,, depending on the distance. The further a household lives from the source, 
thee more it pays for the water. Households pay a much higher price for the water to 
thee water vendor than what is charged by the MCN. Households tend to rely on a 
specificc water vendor, with whom they have established a good relationship. 
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Tablee 5.1 Frequency of water supply to households by water vendors 

Daily y 
Aboutt every other day 
Att least once a week 
Vendorr has to be contacted 
Doess not buy water from a vendor 

Total l 

Frequency y 
29 9 
38 8 
71 1 

203 3 
140 0 
481 1 

Percent Percent 
6 6 
8 8 

15 15 
42 42 
29 29 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Sewerage Sewerage 
Seweragee was formally the sole responsibility of the MCN, but the former Water 
andd Sewerage Department was fully commercialised during our fieldwork in 
2000.. The commercialisation of services occurred when the municipal council 
formedd a company under contract to the Local Authorities Act Chapter 265 of the 
Lawss of Kenya. In March 2000, the MCN entered into an agency agreement with 
thee Nakuru Quality Water and Sewerage Service Company Limited (NAQWASS).62 

Thee agency agreement defined the obligations and relationships between the 
principall  (council) and the agent (the water and sewerage company) and the third 
partyy (consumer). A Board of nine directors managed the company. After having 
operatedd for five months, NAQWASS was dissolved in February 2001 and the 
governmentt took over the water supply and sewerage departments from 
NAQWASSS and the MCN. Presently, the Ministry of Environment and Natural 
Resourcess (MENR) is in charge of sewerage, although no transfers of assets or 
liabilitiess took place. MENR took all staff of NAQWASS apart from some senior 
staff.. The take-over was done in a haphazard manner, immediately after a presi-
dentiall  public announcement of the dissolution of the company. 

Itt is worth noting that there was public apprehension about the formation and op-
erationn of NAQWASS at the time, as many consumers were not consulted and 
thee consumers did not know what to expect from the new company. It was not 
untill  there were several notices in the media by the mayor that residents knew of 
thee new developments in the water and sewerage sector. The partnership was ex-
pectedd to improve the water and sanitation services. In practice, it functioned 
essentiallyy as a provision by the municipal/local authorities under a commer-
cialisationn strategy. 

Wee will present more details on NAQWASS as a failed partnership arrangement in Chapter 6. 
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SolidSolid waste management 
Ourr fieldwork showed that a significant portion of the population receives their 
garbagee collection services from contracted private collectors. In the area of solid 
wastee management, three medium-sized enterprises63 are engaged in house-to-
housee garbage collection and disposal. These three enterprises were operating in 
thee middle-income settlements (Shaabab, Section 58, Racecourse, Free Hold and 
Kenlands)) where municipal garbage collection is irregular. The private firms are 
small-scalee in nature and clearly fill  an important gap in municipal garbage col-
lectionn coverage. Households have individually entered into contracts with the 
privatee garbage collectors. The private companies pay a dumping fee per trip at 
thee dumping site near Menengai. The MCN does not license these garbage col-
lectionn companies and they are registered as business enterprises. These compa-
niess remain unguided and their activities are taking place without any institu-
tionall  and legal regulation. 

Parrotss operating in Racecourse and Freehold estates collect about 6 tonnes of 
garbagee per day. Nakuru Hygiene Services, operating in Shaabab, collects 3 ton-
ness per day and Salvage, operating in Section 58, collects 12 tonnes per day.64 

Thiss translates to only about 6% of the total solid waste produced in Nakuru per 
day.655 From our interview with officials of these companies, Parrots was serving 
2200 households, NHS was serving 40 households and various institutions while 
Salvagee was collecting garbage from 400 households. Most of the households 
coveredd were in the high and middle-income neighbourhoods. These companies 
havee also entered into agreements with some other institutions in the municipality 
too collect and dispose of their solid waste. One of the most interesting observa-
tionss is that the private sector organisations focus mainly on household waste 
managementt as compared to other types of waste in Nakuru. However, the 
populationn served by the private companies is still too small compared to the total 
population. . 

Ass indicated in Table 5.2, the majority of the households receiving private waste 
collectionn services had contracts with Salvage Services, which is the oldest small-
scalee private company. 

Inn Nakuru. the three private companies, though not well coordinated by the MCN, have been 
activee in the middle and high-income areas. 

Itt is important to indicate that these are estimates, as actual record keeping by small scale compa-
niess is not done regularly and MCN does not keep up to date data on solid waste collection either. 
Itt is estimated that 350 tonnes of solid waste is generated in Nakuru municipality. 
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Tablee 5.2 Distribution of the households receiving private garbage collection 
overr the private companies 

Salvage e 

Parrots s 

Nakuruu Hygiene Services 

Total l 

Frequency y 

50 0 

19 9 

21 1 

90 0 

Percent Percent 

56 56 

21 21 

23 23 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Thee relationship between the individual households and the private companies was 
guidedd by contractual agreements signed between the householder and the com-
panyy offering the service. The majority of the households had entered into a 
monthlyy agreement, but a relatively high percentage had signed yearly contracts. 
Thiss shows that some households have confidence in the small-scale private com-
panies.. One interesting finding was that the number of households receiving private 
garbagee collection seemed to be on the rise. Table 5.3 below shows that 41% of 
householdss had entered into contract for garbage collection less than a year ago. 

Tablee 5.3 Duration of the contract 

Lesss than 6 months 
Onee year 

1-22 years 
Moree than three years 

Total l 

Frequency y 

28 8 
37 7 
21 1 

4 4 
90 0 

Percent Percent 

31 31 
41 41 

23 23 

4 4 
100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Thee small-scale garbage collectors provide a high coverage and the competitive 
environmentt in which they work encourages a much better service than is often 
providedd by the single, large providers. Small-scale operators are often customer-
drivenn and ready to meet local demand. Table 5.4 shows that the majority of the 
householdss (96%) receiving garbage collection from the private sector were satis-
fiedd with the quality of the service offered by the small-scale private companies. 
Theyy were of the opinion that the services offered were far much better than those 
thatt used to be offered by the MCN. 
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Tablee 5.4 Perceptions of the quality of service of privatee waste collectors 

Veryy satisfied 

Satisfied d 

Dissatisfied d 

Total l 

Frequency y 

68 8 

18 8 

4 4 

90 0 

Percent Percent 

76 76 

20 20 

4 4 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Ourr household survey in the four poor neighbourhoods indicates that waste pick-
erss collect part of the waste in most households (Table 5.5). In all, 63% of the 
householdss interviewed indicated that waste pickers collect part of the house-
holdss waste generated. 

Tablee 5.5 Whether waste pickers collect part of the household waste 

Yes s 

No o 

Doo not know 

Total l 

Frequency y 

303 3 

169 9 

9 9 

481 1 

Percentage Percentage 

63 63 

35 35 

2 2 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

AA significant percentage - 23% of the households interviewed - also trade with 
recyclablee waste, which indicates that a number of residents generate income 
fromm waste. The MCN employees try to hinder, suppress or eradicate waste pick-
ing.. The waste pickers have a stake in development and a lot can be achieved 
throughh their participation and contribution. They simply cannot be ignored. Af-
terr all, if they are driven out of the city they will still remain in poverty, no matter 
wheree they are. The objective therefore should be to improve their conditions 
ratherr than depriving them of facilities of town life. All the waste pickers inter-
viewedd in this study reside in the low-income neighbourhoods; the majority in 
thee Ponda Mali neighbourhood (Table 5.6). The majority of the waste pickers 
interviewedd collect recyclables from the dumpsite (Table 5.7). The problems they 
facee are summarised in Table 5.8. 
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Tablee 5.6 Estate where the waste picker is living 

Frequency y Percentage Percentage 

Pondaa Mali 

Kaptembwo o 

Kwaronda a 

Menengai i 

Sewage e 

45 45 

5 5 

20 20 

15 15 

15 15 

Total l 20 0 100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.7 Place where the respondent collects recyclables 

Frequency y Percent Percent 
Streets s 
Dumpsite e 
Estatess and homes 
Institutions s 

2 2 
13 3 
4 4 
1 1 

10 10 
65 65 
20 20 
5 5 

Total l 20 0 100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.8 Problems 

Poorr working conditions 
Harassment t 
Bothh Problems 

Total l 

experiencedd by the waste 

Frequency y 
2 2 
1 1 

17 7 

20 0 

picker r 

Percent Percent 
10 10 
5 5 

85 85 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Thee role of the informal sector in environmental management in Nakuru is insuf-
ficientlyficiently unrecognised by the municipal authorities. Most waste pickers consider 
themselvess to be gainfully employed in relatively well-remunerated, though dif-
ficultficult  and unpleasant work. Waste pickers are intimately familiar with their envi-
ronmentt and its ability to yield a variety of valuable materials. Though they have 
veryy littl e economic or political authority, they are involved in a production and 
marketingg system that supplies 'modern' factories with essential secondary raw 
materials.. The waste pickers are involved in all the different aspects of the sys-
temm from the time waste is generated til l it is disposed of in the dumping site. 
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Small-scalee private garbage collectors need to be better recognised for the flexi-
bilit yy and efficiency they offer in solid waste management to less advantaged 
neighbourhoodss that otherwise would not have garbage collection coverage. Official 
supportt to these smaller-scale providers should be increased. 

5.2.45.2.4 NGOs and environmental management 

Thee World Wildlif e Fund (WWF) and the Intermediate Technology Development 
Groupp (ITDG) are the only NGOs in Nakuru that have been involved in environ-
mentall  management initiatives in low-income neighbourhoods and have been col-
laboratingg with other actors. Both are international NGOs and our survey learned 
thatt local NGOs do not engage in environmental management initiatives in Nakuru 
municipality.. We studied the two organisations with a view of establishing the ac-
tuall  activities they are engaged in, their areas and levels of intervention, the part-
nerss that they work with and the problems that they face. 

Tablee 5.9 Households' knowledge of NGO activities 

Frequencyy Percentage 

Yess 173 ~36~ 

Noo 308 64 

Totall  481 100 ~ ~~ 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Tablee 5.10 NGO known to the households 

Frequencyy Percentage* 

WWFF FÏ7 68 

ITDGG 54 31 

Inter-Aidd 15 9 

**  The total percentage does not equal 100 because some households mentioned more than 
onee NGO. 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Itt is surprising that the majority (64%) of the households interviewed in the four 
low-incomee neighbourhoods did not know of any NGO operating in the neigh-
bourhoodss (Table 5.9). Table 5.10 shows that 68% of the households who did 
knoww of any NGO activity mentioned WWF as the NGO that was actively in-
volvedd in various activities in their neighbourhoods. In all, 31% mentioned the 
Intermediatee Technology Group (ITDG) as the NGO that operated in their 
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neighbourhoods.. Surprisingly enough 9% of the households mentioned Inter-Aid, 
ann NGO that left Nakuru in 1994. 

Thee following sections describe the two NGOs that are involved in environmental 
managementt initiatives and that are collaborating with CBOs in undertaking 
severall  activities. As will be seen later, these are the only NGOs of which the offi-
cerss of the MCN indicated that they have had some impacts on environmental 
management. . 

(i)(i)  The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 
Thee WWF's Lake Nakuru Conservation and Development project is probably the 
mostt significant initiative in the catchment. The project ran from 1988 until mid-
2001,, initially with DFID/EU-fiinding and then with the EU alone. It is now wind-
ingg up, but there will be an EU-funded 18 months extension to address biodiversity 
issuess and possible future inputs under the WWF Eastern Rift Valley Lakes Pro-
gramme. . 

Thee project is based on the premise that conservation of the natural resource base is 
ann essential prerequisite for meaningful and sustainable development. Although the 
projectt has intervened in the entire catchment basin of Lake Nakuru (1,800 km2), 
thiss section will only deal with WWF's intervention in Nakuru Municipality. The 
build-upp of waste in densely populated residential areas and the contamination of 
thee lake and the surrounding park with heavy metals and xenobiotic substances are 
somee manifestations of the urban impact on the environment. In an attempt to ad-
dresss these issues and achieve a harmonious balance between conservation and de-
velopment,, WWF implemented several programmes in partnership with relevant 
governmentt departments and other actors. 

WWFF has learnt that involving all the stakeholders in a problem-solving initiative 
iss the only way in which lasting solutions can be found. This is why, for example, 
WWFF is promoting, through local projects, public access to information on toxic 
emissionss and effluents from industrial plants. In Nakuru, a level of trust has built 
upp between industrialists and the local community, and together they are working 
too revitalise the lake's natural life, including the famous flamingos. WWF has been 
runningg several programmes within the Lake Nakuru catchment area aimed at in-
volvingg different actors in conservation initiatives. 

Thee Environmental Planning programme aims at integrating environmental consid-
erationss into the development processes within the Lake's catchment area. The 
programmee focuses on urban development and its impact on the environment. A 
jointt project with the Survey of Kenya and the MCN to update the map of Nakuru 
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wass completed in 1998 and 2,000 copies of the new map were handed over to the 
Mayorr of Nakuru. Town planners can use this map, which is based on 1993 aerial 
photography,, to evaluate current development trends and place future development 
planningg on a more rational basis. Village, locational and divisional environmental 
committeess (VECs) have been initiated in an attempt to facilitate grassroots par-
ticipationn in designing and implementing environmental committees programmes. 
Clearr linkages are being established between the grassroots committees and the 
Districtt Development Committee (DDC). 

Thee WWF has been collaborating with the town residents in their bid to secure a 
cleann environment. In 1993, the organisation mobilised residents of Lakeview 
throughh seminars and workshops, to sensitise them on the importance of participat-
ingg in solid waste management activities. Later, women groups, schools and youth 
groupss got interested in the activities. "Initially , our clean-up activities attracted as 
manyy as 2,000 people. We also mobilised students to come up with drama and 
song,""  said a programme officer of WWF. WWF has constructed four solid waste 
chamberss in Lakeview and 15 others in Pangani, Bondeni, Mwariki, Kaptembwo, 
Menengaii  and Free Area (see Plates in Chapter 4). These chambers were con-
structedd in partnership with CBOs and the MCN. WWF offered the materials and 
locall  communities provided the labour. Under the Environmental Education pro-
gramme,, 569 urban residents in 15 target areas in the Municipality have been 
trainedd and organised in environmental health groups actively involved in solid 
wastee management. This community approach to waste management has been 
adoptedd as a strategy in the Nakuru SSP. 

Thee project has made good progress with environmental management and conser-
vationn in the Lake Nakuru basin, but has identified some problems that proved to 
bee beyond its mandate or capacity to cope. One of these concerns two waves of 
forestt de-gazetting and clearance for resettlement (e.g. 200 km2 in 1994). The only 
practicall  response that WWF could give was to encourage the planting of on-farm 
treess after clearance. Other central government initiatives such as road construction 
havee littl e regard to environment. The focus of environmental management through 
thee District Environmental Committee does not provide for sufficient input by peo-
plee at village level. Other problems that WWF was not able to control were the dis-
chargee of heavily contaminated storm water into the lake and the need to control 
industriall  pollution at the source to protect groundwater and other sources. 

Thee Lake Nakuru Conservation and Development project came to an end in the 
yearr 2001. This will have serious implications for the activities that had been 
started.. One of the lessons learnt is that other actors have high expectations regard-
ingg the inputs of WWF. One officer noted that they were operating on a fixed 
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budgett and emphasised that it would be better to mobilise local resources for a 
longerr lasting success of local initiatives. 

(ii)(ii)  The Intermediate Technology Development Group 
Thee Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG) enables poor people in 
thee South to develop technologies and methods which give them more control over 
theirr lives and which contribute to sustainable development of their communities. 
ITDGG works with local NGOs, CBOs and local government institutions facilitating 
appropriatee technology development in a variety of sectors within the framework 
off  organisational development. In 1995 the government revised the Grade II build-
ingg bylaws, especially the performance standards. In Nakuru the council adopted 
thee bylaws in 1996 and certain areas were scheduled for their application. Such areas 
includee Kiratina Lanet hill, Kaptembwo, Mwariki and Menengai. Through a partner-
shipp with ITDG, representatives of selected community groups have been involved 
inn awareness building about certain provisions of the bylaws. Locally based techni-
cianss in the construction industry have been trained to do the designs and construc-
tionn using appropriate materials. 

ITDGG has been assisting the construction of new houses in the Kaptembwo/ 
Kwarondaa neighbourhoods that are two most densely populated low-income 
neighbourhoodss in the south-western part of Nakuru bordering the National Park. 
Thee neighbourhoods are poorly serviced and there is a geological fault line running 
throughh the area that causes soil subsidence in the rainy season, resulting in the 
formationn of deep gullies. Of interest to our research is how the ITDG is involved 
inn environmental management initiatives. Among the pilot plots where ITDG has 
assistedd in the upgrading of the house stock, affordable adequate sanitation and 
waterr supply have been realised. As regards solid waste management, ITDG ad-
vocatess that each housing unit should have a facility that will act as a receptacle for 
thee garbage generated, the size of which is determined by the number of house-
holdss in each compound. ITDG has assisted the organisation of plot owners into 
cooperatives,, brought in financial credit and created new housing designs (see Box 
5.2).. It organised and trained a group of artisans to make the soil blocks. Together, 
theyy built demonstration houses throughout the community to show what the new 
technology,, laws and procedures could do. Landowners and cooperatives immedi-
atelyy began to build the new designs. For all house types and sizes, the MCN had to 
approvee the plans to ensure that the proposed houses would meet the required stan-
dards.. MCN has agreed to "fast track" approval and this has been one of the 
achievementss of the project. 

Thee partnership between ITDG and CBOs has helped build two kinds of capac-
ity:: technical capacity (for example in the use of appropriate building materials and 
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producingg house designs) and organisational capacity (for example through legal 
registrationn and proper accounting and management). The groups started dialogues 
withh the local authority and its service departments. They also managed to get a 
creditt provider and established links with professional architects. The project has 
resultedd in (a) the collaborative production of a standardised housing design for 
rapidd council approval; (b) the streamlining of the council's planning approvals; 
(c)) the formation of an artisans' cooperative producing stabilised soil blocks66 for 
thee improved houses; and (d) formation of a plot owners association and their ac-
cesss to small credit for the building of the new house design in the neighbourhoods. 
Neww houses are now being built in Nakuru's poor areas on self-sustained basis, 
usingg improved technologies and house design. These areas now have vibrant as-
sociationss tackling environmental and health issues, alongside a local authority, 
whichh listens to and supports the organisation of poor people. 

Boxx 5.2 Comments about the new technology for the housing sector in low-
incomee areas 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Onee of the major problems with this ITDG-supported project is the requirement for 
landd ownership. Most of the poor people in Nakuru's low-income areas are tenants 
withoutt access to land. Others do not have legal documents to certify their owner-
shipp of land. To enable the project to extend its reach to assist people such as these, 
non-conventionall  ownership documents such as letters of allotment are now being 
usedd (with reduced loan amounts to reflect the additional risks). 

Stabilizedd soil blocks are made of a mixture of soil, sand and cement and then compressed 
usingg an easy-to use compressor that is locally fabricated. 
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AA summary of the aims and objectives and activities of WWF and ITDG in Nakuru 

iss given in Table 5.11. 

Tablee 5.11 Comparing WWF and ITDG 

WW F F ITD G G 

Namee of the 
project t 

Aimss and objec-
tivess of the 
project t 

Areass of inter-
vention n 

Activities s 

Partners s 

Timee dimension 

Lakee Nakuru Conservation and 
Developmentt Project 

-- To protect the forest, wetlands 
andd lake system of the Nakuru 
ecosystemm by identifying the 
mainn causes of destruction and 
pollutionn and designing systems 
too reduce their impact. 

-- To address the problem of hu-
mann pressure on the National 
Parkk and to provide long-term 
protectionn by helping the popula-
tionn around the park to develop 
sustainablee land-use practices. 

-- To reduce conflicts between the 
supportt zone inhabitants and the 
parkk authorities. 

-- To act as a scientific support team 
forr many other organisations 
workingg in the project area, in-
cludingg the Kenya wildlif e ser-
vice,, the local government 
authorityy and NGOs and PVOs. 

Thee entire Lake Nakuru catchment 

-- Environmental education 
-- Environmental conservation 
-- Ecological assessment 
-- Environmental planning 

CBOs,, MCN, Industrialists, OHSS, 
KWS S 

Projectt came to an end in July 2001 

Integratedd Urban Housing Pro-
ject t 

-- To increase access of the 
low-incomee households and 
thee poor to adequate safe and 
securee shelter. 

-- To identify and promote a 
sustainablee shelter delivery 
strategyy for the urban poor 
whichh can be adopted by 
governmentss in Kenya and 
India a 

Low-incomee neighbourhoods: 
Rhoda,, Kaptembwo, Lakeview 

-- Upgrading of housing 
-- Improvement of sanitation 

CBOs,, MCN, NAHECO, NACHU 

Projectt to go on until 2004 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

5.33 Problems associated wit h urban service provision 

5.3.15.3.1 Problems related to the infrastructure 

Inn Nakuru, households and commercial and industrial activities generate a lot of 

solidd waste. However, waste collection and disposal services by the MCN are 

highlyy inadequate and limited to the old town (MCN, 1999). As we have seen in 
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Sectionn 5.2.3, the inhabitants of many residential areas rely for waste collection on 
privatee initiatives, including some non-governmental and community-based organi-
sations.. Some areas receive 'regular'67 service of waste collection. Residential ar-
eass that are not served include the peripheral and newly developed areas and the 
low-incomee and unplanned settlements. Where domestic waste is collected, it is 
donee is on a house-to-house basis, while institutions, factories and other enterprises 
aree supposed to be provided with refuse storage facilities from which waste is to be 
collectedd regularly. The frequency of collection in most areas is once in every 7 to 
144 days in the middle-income areas and once in every 7 to 10 days in the high-
incomee areas (DURP, 1997). Statistics or estimates on the solid waste generated 
andd the actual waste collected are not available. Heaps of garbage in the main mu-
nicipall  market, low-income settlements and some isolated areas within the CBD 
showw evidence of uncollected waste. Our household survey in the four low-income 
settlementss indicated that 56% of the households does not receive any garbage col-
lectionn services at all. Some 37% of the households did mention, however, that the 
MCNN had to be contacted to collect the garbage and these households were depos-
itingg household waste in refuse chambers built within their neighbourhoods. The 
MCNN occasionally empties the receptacles once they have been filled up, but do 
nott so on a regular basis. 

Thee problem of solid waste has now been recognised as a big threat to the quality 
off  the environment. The waste collectors do not reach high-density areas, which are 
thee unplanned settlements. As a result of these deficiencies, initiatives such as 
thosee undertaken by the WWF and several environmental CBOs have emerged to 
reducee the problem of solid waste. For these initiatives to be successful, collabora-
tivee and cooperative working relations with individual households, the MCN and 
thee private sector are required. 

5.3.25.3.2 Perceptions of environmental problems in low-income ne ighbourhoods 
AA majority of the respondents in the four areas mentioned inadequate water provi-
sion,, poor sanitation and uncollected garbage as some of the most serious prob-
lemss in these neighbourhoods. An overwhelming majority of the respondents in all 
thee four settlements studied is not satisfied with the current status of water supply, 
sanitationn and solid waste management by the MCN. The assumption here is that 
whenn households are not satisfied with the provision of services, they will be in-
clinedd to look for alternatives, including contracting of private sector actors or en-
gagingg in collective activities. 

Thee term regular here is not used to mean frequent. This is a comparative term used here deliber-
ately,, as some areas do not get any services at all from the MCN. 
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WaterWater supply 
Thee majority of the respondents were getting water from water vendors (50%) 
whilee a significant 41% was getting water from the MCN. Most of the respondents 
whosee major source of water was the MCN were not satisfied with the current 
statuss (Table 5.12 and 5.13). 

Tablee 5.12 Household's major source of water 

MCN N 

Waterr vendor 

Watertank k 

Other r 

Total l 

Frequency y 

197 7 

241 1 

26 6 

17 7 

481 1 

Percentage Percentage 

41 41 

50 50 

5 5 

4 4 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.13 shows that in all, 44% of the households interviewed was dissatisfied with 
thee current status of water supply in their community. The main reason advanced was 
frequentt interruptions. However, 54% of the respondents was satisfied with the status 
off  water supply and most of these households relied principally on water from water 
vendors.. Many households were of the opinion that MCN is the organisation respon-
siblee for the supply of water in the municipality. 

Tablee 5.13 Perception of the current status of water supply 

Satisfied d 

Dissatisfied d 

Indifferent t 

Total l 

Frequency y 

258 8 

213 3 

10 0 

481 1 

Percentage Percentage 

54 54 

44 44 

2 2 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.14 shows that only 13% of the respondents who get water from the MCN 
wass satisfied with the current status of water supply, while 82% was dissatisfied. 
Thiss can be explained by the fact that there were regular interruptions of water 
supplyy within the estates studied. Of the households getting water from the water 
vendor,, 92% was satisfied with the status of water supply, while 8% of the house-
holdss was dissatisfied. There is also a strong association between the principal 
sourcee of water and the perception of the current status of water supply (Cramer's 
V== 0.553). 
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Tablee 5.14 Appreciation of the household's main source of water for domestic use 

Provider r 
Perception n 

Satisfied d 

Dissatisfied d 

Indifferent t 

Total l 

MC N N 

No. . 

26 6 

161 1 

10 0 

197 7 

Cramer'ss V = 0.553; phi 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

% % 

13 13 

83 83 

5 5 

100 100 

Waterr  vendor 

No. . 

222 2 

41 1 

241 1 

== 0.783 

% % 

92 92 

8 8 

100 100 

Waterr  tank 

No. . 

8 8 

18 8 

26 6 

% % 

31 31 

69 69 

100 100 

Other r 

No. . 

2 2 

15 5 

17 7 

% % 

12 12 

88 88 

100 100 

Total l 

No.. % 

2588 54 

2133 44 

100 2 

4811 100 

Inn all the estates the respondents appear to feel powerless with regard to the prob-
lemm of inadequate water. The majority of the residents get their water for domestic 
usee from water vendors for a fee. A twenty litres gallon costs from Kshs.10 de-
pendingg on the distance from the source. Water vendors get the water free of 
chargee from the council estates in Flamingo and Kivumbini, using bicycles. Table 
5.155 shows that most of the residents interviewed in all the estates believe that their 
drinkingg water is potable (78%), though the majority of them boils the water they 
usee for drinking. 

Tablee 5.15 Perception of whether the water is safe for drinking 

Frequencyy Percentage 
Yess 375 78 
Noo 106 22 

Totall  481 WO 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Sanitation Sanitation 

Concerningg the perception of different types of sanitation facilities, most house-
holdss were not satisfied with the current status of sanitation (Table 5.16 and 5.17). 
Inn all, 59% of the households using septic tanks was satisfied, while 35% of the 
householdss was dissatisfied. Of the households using sewered toilets, 9% was 
veryy satisfied, 59% was satisfied and 30% was dissatisfied with this type. The 
latterr is attributed to the frequent blockages in the sewerage system in many parts 
off  the town. Of those households using the pit latrines, 4% was very satisfied, 40% 
wass satisfied and 52% was dissatisfied. The high percentage of dissatisfied people 
cann be explained by the fact that the majority of the households using the pit la-
triness were sharing with other households and maintenance was poor among the 
sharedd toilets. Generally, most households indicated they would prefer better forms 
off  sanitation than what they are currently using. The association between the toilet 
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facilityy available to the households and the perception of the current status of sanitation 
wass weak (Cramer's V = 0.173). 

Tablee 5.16 Perception of the current status of sanitation 

Frequency y Percentage Percentage 
Veryy satisfied 
Satisfied d 
Dissatisfied d 
Indifferent t 

18 8 
202 2 
234 4 

27 7 

4 4 
42 42 
48 48 
6 6 

Total l 481 1 100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.17 Appreciation of the type of toilet the household uses 

Type e 
FF Sewered Drop toilet Pit orr aqua „ . . toilett over water latrine privy y 

Other r Total Total 

Perception n No. . %% No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % % 
Veryy satisfied 

Satisfied d 

Dissatisfied d 

Indifferent t 

27 7 

16 6 

3 3 

59 59 

35 35 

6 6 

5 5 

33 3 

17 7 

1 1 

9 9 

59 59 

30 30 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

50 50 

50 50 

13 3 

141 1 

179 9 

19 9 

4 4 

40 40 

51 51 

5 5 

21 1 

4 4 

18 8 

202 2 

8484 234 

1616 27 

4 4 

42 42 

49 49 

5 5 

Total l 466 100 56 100 100100 352 100 25 100 481 100 

Cramer'ss V = 0.173; phi = 0.300. 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

SolidSolid waste 
Solidd waste is a major problem in the neighbourhoods studied with a majority of 
householdss indicating that garbage is never collected from their neighbourhoods 
(Tablee 5.18). 

Tablee 5.18 Perception of the current status of solid waste management 

Veryy satisfied 
Satisfied d 
Dissatisfied d 
Indifferent t 
Total l 

Frequency y 
12 2 
59 9 

380 0 
30 0 

481 1 

Percentage Percentage 
3 3 

12 12 
79 79 
6 6 

100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 
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Inn all, 79% of the households was dissatisfied with the current status of solid waste 
managementt in their neighbourhoods (Table 5.19). Most of the households that 
weree satisfied with the current status of solid waste management had contracted 
privatee waste collectors. 

Tablee 5.19 Frequency of garbage collection in the four estates 

Frequency y 
Nott collected 271 
Collectedd once a week 36 
MCNN has to be contacted 174 
Totall  481 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.20 Appreciation of the frequency of garbage collection 

Frequencyy Never Once a week MSN has to be 
_ ^ _ _ ___ contacted 

Perceptionn No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Veryy satisfied 12 33 12 3 
Satisfiedd 4 2 24 67 31 18 59 12 
Dissatisfiedd 248 91 132 76 380 79 
Indifferentt 19 7 11 6 30 6 
Totall  271 100 36 100 174 100 481 100 

Cramer'ss V = 0.56; p = 0.792 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Tablee 5.20 shows that in all, 56% of the households indicated that the garbage is 
nott collected at all by neither the MCN nor the private sector. Only 8% of the 
householdss received regular collection and all of them had contracted some private 
garbagee collectors. A significant percentage (36%) indicated that they had to con-
tactt the MCN once the refuse chambers were filled up, so that the MCN could send 
aa garbage collection vehicle to empty the chambers. This depends, however, on the 
availabilityy of a vehicle. According to a Public Health officer in whose department 
garbagee collection falls, there was only one operational garbage collection vehicle 
inn the entire municipality by mid-1999 which is at times backed up by a tipper 
fromm the town engineer's department. Owing to this state of affairs, only 18% of 
householdss in areas where there were garbage receptacle chambers was satisfied 
withh the current status of solid waste management, while 76% was dissatisfied. 
Thiss can be attributed to the fact that the MCN does not succeed in emptying the 
refusee receptacles when they are filled up. The households receiving regular collec-

Percentage Percentage 
56 56 
8 8 

36 36 
100 100 
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tionn from the private sectors were satisfied with the frequency of collection. The 
resultss show that there is a strong association between the frequency of collection 
andd the perception of the current status of solid waste management (Cramer's V= 
0.56). . 

Tablee 5.21 Perception of households on who should be responsible for water 
supply,, sanitation and solid waste management 

MCNN Landlords Tenants/ T o t aJ 

Renters s 

Noo % No % No % No % 

Whoo should be responsible for  ̂  ̂ ?5 ](f m m 

waterr supply 
Whoo should be responsible for 
provisionn and maintenance of 219 45 205 43 51 12 481 100 
sanitation n 
Whoo should be responsible for 3 g5  ̂ 83 y ?  ̂ 3 m m 

solidd waste management 

Source:: Fieldwork 1999 

Withh regard to the responsibility to manage environmental problems at the com-
munityy level, Table 5.21 shows that 80%, 84% and 46% of the respondents in all 
thee four settlements think that the local authority should be responsible for the un-
collectedd garbage, water supply and provision of sanitation in their communities, 
respectively.. They think so because many formally employed people in the mu-
nicipalityy are currently paying a Local Authority Service Charge (LASC). In all, 
16%,, 43% and 17% of respondents had the opinion that the landlords should be 
responsiblee for water supply, sanitation and solid waste management in their com-
munities,, while 12% and 3% of the respondents had the opinion that the tenants or 
housee renters should be responsible for sanitation and solid waste management, 
respectively.. It was interesting to find out that in all the settlements no respondent 
indicatedd that tenants or house renters were responsible for water supply in their 
communities.. The implication of these perceptions is that it can be difficult to mo-
bilisee households to participate in activities aimed at environmental improvement 
untill  awareness is created on the fact the MCN is no longer able to provide the ser-
vicess that it is supposed to. In fact, respondents kept arguing that they should not 
performm the roles that are supposed to be done by the MCN. None of the house-
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holds,, interestingly, had the opinion that the private sector should be responsible for 
thee provision of these urban basic services.68 

Housee owners do feel responsible for environmental management initiatives, yet 
hardlyy participate in CBOs that take such responsibility in water supply and sanita-
tion.. Many households belong to organisations whose major activities are solid 
wastee management and income generation. Within Lakeview, for instance, the 
community-basedd organisation has conducted education campaigns with assistance 
fromfrom WWF, to persuade residents to keep their communities free of garbage. Impact 
off  these campaigns is limited to street sweepings, but we still find a lot of garbage 
litteringg and surrounding the garbage receptacles. In all the settlements studied, the 
majorityy of house renters does not belong to the CBOs that are involved in envi-
ronmentall  management. 

5.3.35.3.3 Factors aggravating urban environmental problems in Nakuru 
Too reverse the negative issues and problems mentioned above, it is essential to un-
derstandd and specify the factors that perpetuate the lack of appropriate preventive 
andd curative environmental actions. Most of the problems can be attributed to insti-
tutionall  deficiencies, inadequate policies and actions (or inaction) by the public 
andd private actors, while others can be attributed to the increasing population 
andd land-use conflicts. Among the prevailing factors have been the absence of 
fulll  participation, inadequate governance, inadequate regulatory and economic 
policiess and insufficient knowledge and information. 

Priorr to the entrance of the WWF in Nakuru in the late 1980s, there was a lack of 
awarenesss of environmental problems and low participation69 in efforts to improve 
environmentall  conditions. Politicians were more concerned with immediate and 
highlyy visible problems, which result in short-lived solutions only. It was only after 
thee massive deaths in the mid-1990s and subsequent disappearance of flamingos 
fromm Lake Nakuru and the frequent outbreaks of cholera and other waterborne dis-
easess that there were concerted efforts in the town directed at pollution control, 
improvementt of water quality and sanitation by the MCN and other actors. 

Weakk institutional capacity within the MCN has hampered most efforts to improve 
environmentall  conditions. There is no environmental planning division within the 
MCNN and, until recently, there were no efforts by the council to incorporate appro-

Manyy of those interviewed indicated that the private sector was getting involved only after the 
municipall  council has failed to provide certain services. 

Participationn here is used to refer to an active, sustained role in influencing policy formulation and 
otherr key decisions. 
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priatee technologies, community involvement and the participation of the (formal or 
informal)) private sector. Efforts to mobilise financial resources, such as through 
userr charges, service charge and property rates have often been inadequate. This 
inabilityy to raise funds is an important factor indicating the failure of the municipal 
authorityy to cover the full costs of operation and maintenance. 

Thee MCN, just like other municipal councils countrywide, has experienced fre-
quentt conflicts between the elected leaders and the chief officers. This has had 
negativee implications, caused delays in the decision-making process and adversely 
affectedd the provision of services. There have been situations where councillors -
generallyy politicians with a short-lived vision on what is good for the town - de-
mandedd the removal of chief officers - often professionals who tend to gave a 
long-termm vision. 

Townn development was supposed to be guided by a 1975 Master Plan. In the 
1980s,, this plan was outdated and never followed up because of the weaknesses of 
thee existing legal framework and the inadequate enforcement of rules and regula-
tions.. As seen in the discussion on the weaknesses of local government institutions, 
thee MCN also faced problems related to inadequate manpower and lack of suffi-
cientt financial resources. Revenue collection is inadequate and the staff is not mo-
tivated.. Corruption among MCN workers and politicians means that the littl e reve-
nuee generated is misappropriated. There was also a lack of co-ordination between 
thee activities carried out by the central and the local government, which can be at-
tributedd to overbearing central government control. The intolerance and absence of 
communityy participation in the decision-making process about the town's affairs 
aree other institutional problems complicating urban management. 

Thee low financial capacity of CBOs and the general poverty of the majority of the 
residentss make the process of participation difficult. Involvement of the community 
groupss takes time, energy and resources, but it is still regarded as worth the effort 
andd the required perseverance. Misunderstanding among different community 
groupss and manipulation by community leaders are common features that character-
isee many CBOs. This sometimes results in frustrations and mistrust and slows down 
thee progress of work. 

Tablee 5.22 summarises the key issues and problems related to water supply, 
seweragee and drainage, and solid waste management in Nakuru. 
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Tablee 5.22 Summary of problems and issues related to water supply, sanitation 
andd solid waste management in Nakuru 

Waterr  supply Sanitation n Solidd waste management 
Problemss - Inadequate supply: most 
andd issues households do not have 

adequatee water supply. 
-- High cost of maint-

nance:: the major source 
off  water is underground 
waterr extracted by the 
MCNN (now NAQWASSX 
NWC&&  PC, private indi-
viduals,, the catholic Dio-
cesee and the military. 
Thee boreholes have to be 
maintainedd regularly. 

-- Inadequate personnel: 
theree are very few field 
workerss in the depart-
mentt of water supply who 
shouldd regularly read the 
waterr meters and detect 
thee defective ones. 

-- Inadequate revenue and 
risingg costs of supply and 
maintenancee of the wa-
terr supply and distribu-
tionn systems. This is due 
too inefficient billing sys-
temm and default rates by 
thee water consumers. 

-- Inadequate or lack of a 
clearr policy on private 
sectorr and local commu-
nityy participation in the 
waterr sector. 

 The existing sewerage-
systemm only services less 
thann 20% of the potential 
municipall  service area. 
5,0000 consumers of water 
aree not connected though 
theyy adjoin the municipal 
sewer. . 
Existingg sewer systems 
experiencee sewer block-
agess and this eventually 
leadss to sewer busts and 
overflowss from the man-
holes. . 
Toxicc elements are dis-
chargedd into the munici-
pall  sewer. 
Inadequatee surface water 
drainagee and discharge 
fromfrom septic tanks over-
loadd the sewerage sys-
tem. . 
Revenuee collection is low. 
Seweragee section lacks 
adequatee technical staff 
andd skilled manpower. 

-- Indiscriminate garbage 
dumpingg in empty spaces 
andd along the roads. 

-- Plastic bags litter almost 
everywheree in the resi-
dentiall  areas. 

-- Poor organisation. 
-- Low public awareness on 

environmentall  health. 
-- Lack of adequate person-

nell  and appropriate equip-
ment t 

-- Use of poor waste han-
dlingg techniques. 

-- Conflicts between waste 
pickerss and municipal 
workerss at the dumping 
site. . 

Source:Source: MCN/Republic of Kenya/UNCHS/BADC (1998) 

5.44 Responses to environmental problems 

5.4.15.4.1 The relation between urban service provision and collective actions 

Accesss of the poor to urban basic services such as water, sewerage or garbage col-
lectionn is often viewed as very important to the well-being of households. Access 
off  a household to such services reflects the household's welfare. Households in the 
high-incomee estates enjoy the provision of municipal basic services. These are areas 
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withh adequate water supply, adequate sanitation facilities and regular and frequent 
garbagee collection. In the middle-income areas, there is some degree of provision of 
servicess like garbage collection, but on an irregular basis. Provision of some services, 
suchh as garbage collection and water supply, is done by the private sector, as house-
holdss are able and are willin g to pay for these services. In the low-income 
neighbourhoodss where the majority of the urban population lives, the provision of 
thesee services is not guaranteed. 

Observationss from the field showed that in high-income settlements where services 
aree provided by the MCN, there is no collective action by households through 
communityy groups. In the Milimani area, a high-income neighbourhood where the 
MCNN offers services not one CBO was found. In the middle-income settlements 
somee households come together to form organisations, but there is very littl e col-
lectivee action towards environmental improvement. In these settlements, we find 
thee intervention of the private sector, especially in the provision of garbage collec-
tionn services, water and general cleansing services. In contrast, in the low-income 
settlementss where services are unavailable and people are not able to contract the 
privatee sector, households have resulted to collective activities through community 
groups.. It is in these settlements that we find interventions from NGOs and other 
outsidee agencies to support these community initiatives. Table 5.23 summarises the 
provisionn of services in different settlements, community action and private sector 
provision. . 

Tablee 5.23 Provision of services, community action and private sector participa-
tionn in different neighbourhoods 

Low-incomee Middle-income High-income 
neighbourhoodss neighbourhoods neighbourhoods 
Mostlyy unplanned Planned Planned 

Veryy low provision Some provision High provision 

Moree community ac- Little community ac- No community action 
tionn tion 
Littl ee More engagement of Some participation by 

thee private sector the private sector 
Waterr provision Solid waste manage- Sanitation 

ment,, water provision, 
sanitation n 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

Type e 
(planned/unplanned) ) 
Levell  of service pro-
vision n 
Existencee of commu-
nityy action 
Privatee sector par-
ticipation n 
Servicee offered by 
privatee sector 
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Tablee 5.24 Profile of the households in the survey 

Characteristicc Frequency 
SexSex of the respondent 
Malee 142 
Femalee 339 

Total l 

HouseholdHousehold Size 
1-22 persons 
3-44 persons 
5-66 persons 
7-88 persons 
8+ + 

Total l 

481 1 

51 1 
247 7 
128 8 
46 6 
9 9 

481 1 

Percentage Percentage 

29 29 
71 71 

100 100 

11 11 
51 51 
27 27 
9 9 
2 2 

100 100 
FamilyFamily Composition 
Marriedd and with children 
Singlee mother household 
Singlee father household 
Marriedd with no children 
Other r 

Total l 

HousingHousing Status 
Owners s 
Renters s 
Total l 

NeighbourhoodNeighbourhood type 
Detachedd dwellings 
Mediumm density 
Apartment t 
Poorr neighbourhood (blocks) 

303 3 
64 4 
49 9 
51 1 
14 4 

481 1 

63 3 
418 8 
481 1 

93 3 
113 3 
16 6 

259 9 

63 63 
13 13 
10 10 
11 11 
3 3 

100 100 

13 13 
87 87 

100 100 

19 19 
24 24 
3 3 

54 54 
Total l 481 1 100 100 
HouseholdHousehold Monthly income 
Beloww Kshs. 5,000 pm 
5,000-10,0000 pm 
Overr 10,000 pm 

219 9 
187 7 
75 5 

45 45 
39 39 
16 16 

Total l 481 1 100 100 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

5.4.25.4.2 Low-income households and urban environmental management 

Thee household level is the lowest level of decisions for approaches to local environ-

mentall  management. In urban areas, households cannot be considered in isolation or 
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ass autonomous, independent units, since they are involved in intra-household 
networkss for their survival. There are networks of solidarity and economic ex-
changess between household members, neighbours, community residents and 
otherr institutions. The results of the household survey conducted in the low-
incomee settlements between April and August 1999 show that the communities 
aree not homogenous in terms of their housing status and neighbourhood type, and 
thatt households differ in family composition, household size, household income 
andd length of residence in their respective communities. These variations in the 
profilee of households in these settlements have an important influence on the per-
ceptionn of environmental issues and the responses to environmental problems. 
Thesee also influence the participation in community-based organisation and 
communityy environmental management activities. Table 5.24 presents the profile 
off  the households covered in the survey. 

Ourr household sample had more female respondents than men, although we used 
simplee random sampling to select the respondents. The average household size is 
3-44 persons. The majority of the respondents (55%) had stayed in the estates for 
lesss than 1 year to 4 years and in all, 87% were renters and only 13% were house 
owners.. Most of the respondents (54%) described their neighbourhoods as poor. In 
all,, 63% of the respondents indicated that they were married, had children and that 
theirr average monthly income was below Kshs. 5,000 per month. 

5.4.35.4.3 Household responses 

Fromm the foregoing, it is possible to indicate that households in the four estates are 
facingg problems related to water supply, sanitation and solid waste. 

WaterWater supply 
Mostt of the households interviewed indicated that their principal source of water 
wass at one time or another interrupted. We wanted to find out to what alternative 
sourcee of water they resort to when this happens. In all, only 5% of the households 
indicatedd that their principal source of water has never been interrupted. Most of 
thesee households had their main source from the MCN and had a storage tank to 
caterr for the times of shortage. All the households had alternative sources of water 
andd what strikes us is the relatively high number of households buying water from 
thee water vendors when the main source is being interrupted (Table 5.25). 

Inn all, water supplied by the vendor appears to be the main alternative. The role 
off  the water vendor is still important regardless of the frequency with which the 
waterr is interrupted. This indicates that many households in the low-income areas 
stilll  buy water from the water vendors in times of shortage. 
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Tablee 5.25 Alternative sources of water when the principal source is interrupted 

Frequencyy Percentage 
Buyy from nearby plots 57 12 
Gett free from nearby source 64 14 
Waterr vendor 187 41 
Rainn water 84 19 
Otherr 63 14 

Totall  481 100 

Source:Source: Fieidwork, 1999 

Sanitation Sanitation 

Thee household survey indicated that very few households are connected to the 
municipall  sewerage system. This is consistent with the fact that the municipal 
seweragee system is underutilised, as was seen in Chapter 4. The majority of the 
householdss (73%) have resulted to the use of the pit latrine as shown in Table 5.26. 

Tablee 5.26 Type of toilet facility available to the households 

Frequencyy Percentage 

Septicc tank or aqua privy 49 WO 
Seweredd 65 13.6 
Dropp toilet over water 2 0.4 
Pitt latrine 348 72.0 
Otherss 17 4.0 
Totall  481 100.0 

Source:Source: Fieidwork, 1999 

Manyy households drained waste-water from bathrooms within their compounds, 
althoughh they knew the consequences of such action. There was evidence of 
wastewaterr flowing out of the compounds uncontrolled, which constituted a 
threatt to public health (see Plates 5.1 and 5.2, pages 124 and 125). The following 
graphh shows the prominence of pit latrines usage regardless of the type of hous-
ingg tenure. In all, 40% of house owners were using pit latrines. 

Theree is a strong association between the type of housing tenure and the toilet 
facilitiess that are available to a household (Cramer's V and phi = 0.337). The pit 
latriness seem to be preferred, regardless of the housing tenure and this is because 
itt is easy to maintain them compared with other waterborne toilet facilities. Most 
off  the households that had other types of toilet facilities, like the septic tanks or 
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toiletss connected to the sewer, also indicated that they had pit latrines that were 
usedd during the times the water supply was interrupted. 

Tablee 5.27 Type of toilet facilities for owners and renter 

Typee of toilet 

Septicc tank or aqua privy 
Sewered d 
Dropp toilet over water 
Pitt latrine 
Others s 
Total l 

Typee of housing tenure 
Owned d 

No. . 
17 7 
21 1 

25 5 

63 3 

% % 
27 27 
33 33 

40 40 

100 100 

Privatee rental 
No. . 
32 2 
44 4 
2 2 

323 3 
17 7 

418 8 

% % 
8.0 8.0 

10.5 10.5 
0.5 0.5 

77.0 77.0 
4.0 4.0 

100.0 100.0 

No. . 
49 9 
65 5 
2 2 

348 8 
17 7 

481 1 

Total l 

% % 
10.2 10.2 
13.5 13.5 
0.4 0.4 

72.4 72.4 
3.5 3.5 

100.0 100.0 

Cramer'ss V = 0.337; phi - 0.337 
Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

ResponsesResponses to uncollected solid waste 
Ass we have seen, households in the low-income neighbourhoods do not receive 
municipall  waste collection on a regular basis. Households have different ways of 
dealingg with uncollected waste, but most of them end up transferring waste to other 
areass like collection points, empty lands and disused roads, waterways and drain-
agee channels. As seen from Table 5.28, the majority of the respondents noted that 
theree was a problem of foul smell coming from uncollected garbage that was evi-
dentt from littering in most neighbourhoods studied, A significant number of 
householdss (36%) burn the waste generated, while 19% bury the waste. In most 
compoundss we observed some garbage pits dug by the landlords. In all, 63% of 
thee respondents indicated that waste pickers collect valuables from the waste 
generated.. Of these, 30% collect paper, 38% collect scrap-metal, 40% collect bot-
tless and glass while 50% of the respondents indicated that plastic containers are 
alsoo collected. It is very difficult to find these types of recyclables amongst the 
heapss of waste found in the empty spaces, around the community containers and 
refusee chambers and in the dumping site. The main type of waste common in all 
neighbourhoodss and common all over the municipality are the plastic films that 
aree non-degradable. We noted that a significant percentage (23%) of respondents 
tradedd part of their waste generated. 
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Tablee 5.28 Household responses to uncollected garbage 

Theree is a problem of foul smell 

Burnss part of garbage generated 

Buryy part of the garbage generated 

Wastee pickers collect any of garbage 
generated d 

Wastee pickers collect paper 

Wastee pickers collect any metal 

Wastee pickers collect bottles or glass 

Wastee pickers collect plastics 

Partt of waste is traded 

Housee trade or give away paper 

Tradee or give away metal 

Tradee or give away bottles or glass 

Tradee or give away plastics 

Yes s 

No o 

337 7 

173 3 

90 0 

303 3 

143 3 

184 4 

194 4 

241 1 

112 2 

% % 

70 70 

36 36 

19 19 

63 63 

30 30 

38 38 

40 40 

50 50 

23 23 

No o 

No o 

144 4 

308 8 

391 1 

169 9 

298 8 

248 8 

250 0 

210 0 

369 9 

419 9 

429 9 

404 4 

400 0 

% % 

30 30 

64 64 

81 81 

35 35 

62 62 

52 52 

52 52 

44 44 

77 77 

87 87 

89 89 

84 84 

83 83 

Sell l 

No o 

56 6 

52 2 

36 6 

46 6 

% % 

12 12 

11 11 

7 7 

10 10 

Doo Not 
Know w 

No o 

9 9 

40 0 

49 9 

37 7 

30 0 

% % 

2 2 

8 8 

10 10 

8 8 

6 6 

Give e 

Noo % 

66 1 

411 9 

355 7 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

5.4.45.4.4 Collective actions 

Duringg the household survey, we wanted to find out whether the individual house-
holdss participated in collective activities related to water supply, sanitation and 
solidd waste management. We only asked this question to those households that in-
dicatedd that they belonged to any community-based organisation. We deliberately 
leftt out those households that do not belong to CBOs, as our concern was commu-
nity-basedd collective action as opposed to individual actions. It should be noted 
thatt individual households in low-income areas are involved in some form of envi-
ronmentall  management acting alone. This study revealed some very interesting 
findings.. Within the water supply and sanitation sectors, only a negligible percent-
agee of the households was involved especially in the supply side and maintenance 
off  the systems. However, more households were involved in communal solid waste 
managementt initiatives. 

Mostt households were involved in collective activities in solid waste management, 
especiallyy so during the clean-up exercises. The results indicate that females, youth 
andd children dedicated more voluntary labour to solid waste collection than the 
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males.. A negligible number of the households indicated that they got paid for the 
labourr provided. Most of the labour provided in these activities was on a voluntary 
basis. . 

Tablee 5.29 Provision of labour in collective environmental management activities 
byy households 

Nobodyy mfedoes Husband  ̂ Chadna ^ 
doess Yes does 
Noo % No % No % No % No % No % 

Whoo in the household 153 91,1 Ï 6 9 5~A 4 JÏ 1 6 168 100 
providess labour in water 
supply y 
Whoo provides labour in 152 90,5 3 1,8 13 7,7 168 100 
sanitation n 
Whoo provides labour in 92 54,8 56 33,3 9 5,4 11 6,5 168 100 
solidd waste management 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

5.55 CBOs and environmental management 

Givenn the heterogeneity and mobility of urban dwellers, the individuals living in 
urbann settlements have been reported to have a different sense of community as 
comparedd to inhabitants of rural areas. In the urban areas, there are several 'func-
tional'' definitions of the community. In our study, a community can be defined in 
termss of 'common interest', interests which may be as diverse as 'cleaner neighbour-
hoods',, 'improved shelter' or 'income generation'. This definition needs to capture 
thee territorial nature of the urban communities, which undertake collective actions 
withinn a specific neighbourhood. 

Leee (1994) argues that the society and social relations have been transformed in the 
urbann areas in a way that it is not obvious that CBOs wil l spontaneously arise. This 
iss also the case with Nakuru where we only have CBOs in the low-income areas 
thatt undertake collective actions aimed at improving the living environment in their 
neighbourhoods.. Lake view, Mwariki, Kwaronda and Kaptembwo settlements are 
somee of the poor neighbourhoods in Nakuru town. Together, they harbour more 
thann 45% of the population of the municipality. These estates were deliberately 
selectedd for this study because of the activities organised by community groups 
aimedd at solving some of the environmental problems. These areas lack most mu-
nicipall  services. 
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Theree are a huge variety of CBOs, which include self-help, local, grassroots and 
communityy management organisations. The strength of CBOs lies in their ability to 
mobilisee members to tackle local problems and seek common solutions. CBOs re-
latee closely with members at the grassroots level. CBOs are, however, constrained 
byy their weak resource base and limited exposure that limits their ability to seek 
appropriatee solutions to problems facing them. Their major problems are limited 
information,, skills and technical knowledge and access to finance, which are vital 
forr successful intervention in the living environment of their neighbourhoods. 

Al ll  the CBOs studied and discussed in this section initially started as self-help volun-
taryy organisations that are now addressing environmental management issues. In all 
thee four poor neighbourhoods studied, some households belonged to some commu-
nity-basedd organisations that had different activities. Our specific interest was to 
studyy the CBOs that had environmental management objectives among their activi-
ties.. As noted earlier, in Nakuru, most of these CBOs are found in the low-income 
areas,, which lack adequate environmental infrastructure. Collective activities by 
CBOss were mainly aimed at joint clean-up activities and income generation activi-
ties.. In all, 35% of the respondents belonged to CBOs while the majority (65%) did 
nott belong to any CBO. An interesting finding was that the majority of the respon-
dentss who were members of the CBOs were house owners (Table 5.30). 

Tablee 5.30 Participation in CBOs for owners and renters 

Doess any 
memberr 1 

CBO? ? 

Yes s 

No o 

Total l 

household d 
telongtelong to a 

Typee of housing tenure 
Owners s 

No. . 
45 5 

18 8 

63 3 

% % 
72 72 

28 28 

100 100 

Renters s 

No. . 
123 3 

295 5 

418 8 

% % 
29 29 

71 71 

100 100 

No. . 
168 8 

313 3 

481 1 

Total l 

% % 
10.2 10.2 

13.5 13.5 

100.0 100.0 

Cramer'ss V=0.297; phi = 0.297 
Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Theree are some factors that influence or determine whether a household will belong 
too a CBO. Some of the factors that were considered in this study were the sex of 
householdd members, the nature of tenure and the length of stay in an estate. Thus, 
whilee the conventional belief that house owners are more active and responsive 
thann house renters in community affairs seem to hold true, it is somewhat revealing 
too find that some of the house renters have displayed their willingness to join and 
contributee their share towards the collective welfare of their communities. A signifi-
cantt percentage of house renters (29%) belonged to CBOs that are actively involved 
inn community environmental management activities in all the estates studied. 
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Thee length of stay in an estate seemed to influence the percentage of the house-
holdss that belonged to a CBO. The longer the stay in an estate, the greater the 
likelihoodd of belonging to a CBO, hence participating in collective activities 
withinn the community (Cramer's V and phi = 0.297). Table 5.31 shows the per-
centagess of households belonging to a CBO by the length of stay in an estate. In 
all,, 56% of the respondents who had stayed in a specific estate for over 10 years 
belongedd to some CBOs. This result shows that the longer the length of stay in an 
estate,, the greater is the likelihood of a household to belong to a CBO. This is, 
however,, also affected by other factors that our survey did not focus on. Our 
studyy showed that a significant number of households had the opinion that CBOs 
weree improving the environmental conditions of their neighbourhoods. This is an 
interestingg finding because not so many households were members of the CBOs. 

Tablee 5.31 Membership to CBOs and length of stay in the estate 

Doess any household Length of stay in theestate ^ ^ 
memberr belong to a >l-4 years 5-10 years Over 10 years 
C B O ?? No. % No. % No. % No. % 

Yeüü 79 21 54 39 35 To 168 Js 

Noo 301 79 83 61 28 44 313 65 

Totall  380 100 137 100 63 100 481 100 

Cramer'ss V= 0.206; phi = 0.206 

Source:Source: Fieldwork, 1999 

Anotherr finding was that some households belonged to a CBO, while still having 
thee opinion that CBOs were not improving the environmental conditions within the 
neighbourhoods.. This was because they belonged to a CBO the main activity of 
whichh was income generation and not environmental improvement. It is interesting 
too note that a significant number of respondents (43%) who did not belong to any 
CBOss still had the opinion that the CBOs were improving the quality of the envi-
ronment.. This can be explained by the fact that when a CBO organises a clean-up 
exercise,, they do it in an entire neighbourhood, regardless of whether households in 
thee neighbourhood are members. This finding shows that many households tend to 
freee ride. 

5.5.77 The CBOs studied 

Thee following section describes four CBOs that were active in the neighbourhoods 
studied.. The study focused on the activities of the CBOs and their interaction with 
otherr actors. It is evident from the analysis that, in their attempts to solve urban 
environmentall  problems, the CBOs faced a series of barriers. There are some key 
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factorss underlying the successes in mobilising the CBOs that are able to go beyond 
thee smaller inter-household networks, to embrace the community as a whole. Or-
ganisingg a community is, however, not easy at all. Studies have shown that there 
cann be different interests of house-owners versus renters70, between men and 
women,, between the youth and the older generation, between longer residing resi-
dentss and newcomers, and so on. We first present a description of the CBOs selected 
forr this study. We purposively selected CBOs in the four low-income neighbour-
hoodss of Lakeview, Kaptembwo, Kwaronda and Mwariki that were involved in 
collectivee environmental management initiatives. It was possible to get more in-
formationn on some CBOs than on others because of the status of record keeping. 
Twoo of the CBOs -Lakeview and Naroka - had very good record keeping com-
paredd to Kwaronda and Mwariki. 

(i)(i)  The Lakeview USAFI Environmental Group 
Thee Lakeview USAFI environmental group can said to be one of the oldest envi-
ronmentall  CBOs in Nakuru. It was started in 1993 on the initiative of the MCN, the 
Kenyaa Wildlif e Service and the World Wildlif e Fund (WWF). This was after a se-
riess of sensitisation workshops organised by WWF aimed at creating awareness 
aboutt the negative impacts of household activities on the environment and specifi-
callyy on the Lake Nakuru ecosystem. Prior to these workshops, there had been 
indiscriminatee garbage disposal in the estate and the residents were defecating 
nextt to the Lake Nakuru National Park. The group was formed by the residents of 
thee Lakeview estate, most of whom were landowners. Later, renters were to join 
thee group. Initially, the group had 104 members who focused most of their activi-
tiess on the Lakeview estate. 

Amongg other activities, the group is involved in solid waste management through 
clean-upp exercises which are organised on a weekly basis, collection of plastics and 
metalss for recycling, composting, selling curios, making ventilations and building 
tiles.. In the area of solid waste management, the group has been collaborating with 
thee WWF, KWS, ITDG, UNCHS (Habitat) (through the LA 21) and the MCN. 
WWFF and KWS have assisted the construction of five garbage receptacle cham-
berss (Plate 5.3) in the Lakeview estate which are managed by the CBO leaders. 
Duringg the construction, MCN supplied land, WWF and KWS provided materials 
andd the community provided labour. 

Ann overwhelming majority of the members of the CBOs in all the neighbourhoods studied are 
housee owners. Very few house renters (the majority in the study areas) belong to CBOs. Most of 
themm belong to smaller inter-household networks that are involved with income-generating activi-
tiess and other social roles. 
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Thesee chambers serve as receptacles for garbage before it is collected and disposed 
off  by the MCN to the dumping site at Menengai. The role of the CBO leaders is to 
notifyy the public health department when the chambers are filled up so that a gar-
bagee collection vehicle can be sent to empty the chamber. The MCN provided a 
plott where the CBO could build a social hall and other community facilities. The 
plott is currently being used as a community market and a meeting place for the 
memberss of the CBO. 

Thee CBO has established cordial relations with the MCN, WWF, KWS, UNCHS 
(Habitat)) and other CBOs within the municipality. In relative terms, the activities 
off  the CBO have reduced the heaps of uncollected garbage, increased environ-
mentall  health awareness within the community and succeeded in establishing good 
relationss with the MCN. The group has regular neighbourhood cleaning exercises 
everyy other Saturday and a number of households participate in these activities. 
Thee World Bank has assisted the CBO to purchase a garbage collection vehicle 
(Platee 6.3) that is now jointly managed by the CBO and the MCN. The delivery of 
thee vehicle to the community took longer than expected because of the long bu-
reaucraticc channels at the Ministry of Local Authorities' headquarters. 

(it)(it)  The Naroka Greeners Action Group 
Volunteerr members formed the Naroka Greeners Action Group in January 1997 
afterr a participatory environmental planning (PEP) workshop. The workshop had 
beenn organised by UNCHS (Habitat) in the framework of the LA 21 project) in 
conjunctionn with the MCN and the Green Towns Project of the Ministry of Local 
Authorities.. The Green Towns Project was launched in 1992 to counteract the 
negativee effects of urban growth in Kenya and to improve the management of 
towns.. The project's goal is to introduce the sustainable integration of environ-
mentall  considerations into urban development, in order to achieve a healthy and at-
tractivee living environment. It is a joint venture of the Government of Kenya and the 
Netherlands.. Capacity building workshops at the grassroots level are organised to 
initiatee projects, work effectively with communities and oversee project implemen-
tation.. The project is also involved in the mobilisation of the general public through 
communityy outreach, participatory environmental workshops and community-
basedd projects. 

Mostt participants came from the Kwaronda and Kaptembwo Estates and the MCN. 
Thee members took the name of Naroka Greeners Action Group (Naroka being a 
acronymm of A^akuru, /tonda and Acrptembwo). The CBO can undertake activities in 
anyy part of the municipality and it is registered with the Ministry of Social Ser-
vices.. The CBO started with activities in these two neighbourhoods that are 
denselyy populated and located in the south-western part of Nakuru municipality 
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borderingg the Lake Nakuru National Park. These neighbourhoods are poorly ser-
vicedd and located on a geological fault line that runs through the area and causes 
soill  subsidence in the rainy season causing deep gullies. 

Thee CBO seeks to address issues related to the provision of clean drinking water, 
communityy sensitisation and raising awareness of environmental issues in con-
nectionn to solid waste collection, handling and disposal and sanitation. This is 
achievedd partly in organised clean-up campaigns in the municipality, activities ad-
dressingg environmental health issues, improving housing conditions in partnership 
withh the ITDG and the involvement of all households and other actors in actualising 
thee vision of a cleaner and healthier environment. 

Thee CBO activities can be summarised as environmental management initiatives 
includingg organised clean-up activities, advocacy of community needs to relevant 
authorities,, building partnerships with other stakeholders and coordination of the 
process.. The CBO has written several proposals to the municipality to allow it to un-
dertakee several income-generating activities like the public-pay toilet, rehabilitation 
off  a public recreational park, building strategic water kiosks (see Plate 6.1) in the 
Kwarondaa and Kaptembwo neighbourhoods and upgrading of the housing stock. 
Mostt of these activities were outlined during the participatory environmental plan-
ningg workshop where the residents drew an action plan. In attempts to create part-
nerships,, the CBO has had linkages and partnerships with the MCN, government 
departmentss and agencies, other CBOs, NGOs such as ITDG and WWF, and pro-
fessionall  associations like the Architectural Association of Kenya. 

(in)(in) The Kwaronda Neighbourhood Community Group 
Thiss neighbourhood group was started in October 1997 out of a growing concern 
byy the residents to improve the quality of the living environment. Kwaronda is a 
low-incomee settlement that is faced with a number of environmental problems. The 
settlementss do not receive many services from the MCN and the streets are character-
isedd by heaps of uncollected garbage. According to some residents, Kwaronda is one 
off  the neglected settlements in Nakuru without adequate water supply, insufficient 
drainagee and poor sanitation, while at the same time not receiving any garbage col-
lectionn services. The group has been involved in clean-up exercises, security is-
sues,, upgrading of the existing housing stock and improvement of roads. The 
groupp is also involved in self-help and income-generating activities. The group 
startedd addressing issues related to these problems and are involved on weekly 
clean-upss of the entire neighbourhood. 

Thee Kwaronda neighbourhood group has been collaborating with ITDG in im-
provingg the housing stock in the area and four contact members have already 
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benefitedd from this project. Currently, stabilised building soil blocks are used to 
constructt new houses that take into account environmental management issues. 
ITDGG assisted the group to acquire a machine for the manufacture of stabilised 
soill  blocks. ITDG also introduced the group to the National Housing Cooperative 
Societyy (NACHU). Initially, NACHU assisted 21 members of the group with ap-
proximatelyy Kshs. 120,000 (US$ 1,500) each to improve their housing stock. The 
groupp has now joined the cooperative union and can be considered for a housing 
loan. . 

(iv)(iv) The Mwariki Environmental Group 
Originallyy this group was started as a women's group in 1993 and as a forum 
wherebyy members could know each other and assist one another in times of need. 
Itt had only 44 members, but has attracted more members since its activities are 
noww more diversified. The group is currently involved in environmental man-
agementt initiatives such as clean-up exercises and improvement of drainage chan-
nels.. Some residents in Mwariki do not participate in the clean-up exercises. This is 
attributedd to lack of awareness among residents and the fact that there has not been 
anyy sensitization workshop by either the NGOs or the MCN. This community-
basedd organisation had the least exposure to outside agencies and also had very 
feww activities. It is hoped that, with the recent interaction with other groups, the 
CBOO may expand its activities. 

(v)(v) The Umbrella CBO Group 
Thirteenn environmental CBOs in Nakuru Municipality have come together to 
formm an umbrella group called the "Nakuru Municipality CBO's Environmental 
Self-help".. This group has been involved in several activities in the areas of envi-
ronmentall  management and income generation. The group has started some micro-
financefinance projects aimed at generating some employment for members, hence im-
provingg their living conditions. The group has a membership of 160 people and is 
managedd by a committee elected by the members. The group is registered with 
thee Ministry of Social Services. The group has initiated a multi-purpose tree 
nurseryy on a hired small plot in Lanet to create employment and support affore-
stationn programmes. The main objectives of the umbrella CBO are to start income-
generatingg activities and employment for members; to achieve increased and sus-
tainablee agricultural production systems; to restore the health of the environment; 
awarenesss creation on environmental matters among the residents; to stimulate 
thee participation of group members in development projects and activities and to 
promotee cooperation and social interaction with other development groups. The 
groupp is in a formative stage and faces a number of challenges. There are very 
limitedd financial resources available to the group and most of the activities being 
undertakenn are only supported through membership fees that are quite minimal. 
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Thee other problem is to harmonise the varied needs of the organisations involved. 
Thee group has already started experiencing leadership squabbles. The chairman 
off  Lakeview CBO heads the environmental CBO and is using already established 
contactss with other organisations like the MCN, LA21, WWF, KWS and ITDG to 
seekk support for the larger group. 

5.5.25.5.2 General characteristics of the CBOs 

Resultss from the CBO study reveal that the CBOs are quite heterogeneous in terms 
off  the date of formation, number of members, activities, incentives for starting the 
organisations,, the number and functions of officials and members of the organisa-
tion,, the assistance they get from outsiders, the frequency of meetings, the part-
nerss and the problems they face in their day-to-day operations. 

Al ll  the four CBOs studied were found in low-income areas and are different from 
thee CBOs found in middle-income areas and the peri-urban areas where tenure may 
bee different and incentives for formation are fewer. As we noted earlier, there are 
moree community-based environmental initiatives in the low-income areas than in 
otherr areas in the municipality and this aspect guided our selection of the CBOs in 
thee poor neighbourhoods. The CBOs studied were formed at different dates and for 
differentt reasons (Table 5.32). The Mwariki Environmental Group is the oldest 
CBOO having been formed in 1993 as a women group and started some clean-up 
exercisess in 1995. In 1994, the Lakeview USAFI Environmental Group was 
formedd with the assistance of WWF, KWS and the MCN. 

Itt can be observed from Table 5.32 that all the groups studied were started between 
19933 and 1997. This period coincided with the change in urban governance in 
manyy urban areas in Kenya. There was emphasis on increased community participa-
tionn in matters affecting the communities. Prior to 1993, most community groups 
existedd as women groups and with the intervention of WWF, Inter-Aid, KWS and 
thee MCN, most of the community grouped started undertaking environmental man-
agementt initiatives. One interesting finding is that apart from Naroka that has had an 
increasee in membership, all the other three groups have had very high drop-out rates. 
Toppingg the list is the Lakeview group, which has very limited participation of rent-
ers.. It is, however, one of the most successful groups in Nakuru. The reasons given 
forr this drop-out rate is that many members were apathetic about the success of the 
groupp and the long-term benefits. Its survival is attributed to skilful and charismatic 
leadershipp of the group's chairman, a landlord in the estate. His influence was actu-
allyy acknowledged by the ward councillor who indicated that he owes his success in 
thee 1997 polls to the chairperson of the Lakeview action group. Currently, the chair-
mann is very active in the umbrella CBO groups and has been aggressively lobbying 
forr support of the joint activities. 
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Tablee 5.32 Background information on the CBOs studied 

NameofCBOO Date of Number of Current Ethnic composition 
formationn members at number of 

formationn members 
Lakevieww Usafi Environ- August, 1994 104 35 
mentall  Group 
Narokaa Greeners January, 1997 17 30 

Kwarondaa neighbour October, 1997 45 25 
hoodd Environmental 
Healthh Group 
Gwicokereriaa Women July, 1993 44 32 
Group,, Mwariki 

Source:Source: Fieldwork 1999 

5.5.35.5.3 Internal characteristics of CBOs 

Inn this section we describe the patterns of internal characteristics of the CBOs stud-
ied,, including ethnic composition, incentives for starting the CBOs, activities, fre-
quencyy of meetings, gender relations, representation and financial matters. 

EthnicEthnic composition 
Regardingg ethnic composition, CBOs had different compositions (Table 5.32). Naroka, 
forr instance, had members from at least seven ethnic groups. This is also the only 
groupp that has registered an increase in membership since its inception. As seen ear-
lier,, this action group was formed after a participatory environmental planning work-
shopp organised in 1997. The other three groups had fewer ethnic groups, which has to 
doo with the areas where they are located. However, in all the four CBOs the Gikuyu 
tribee dominates their membership, but this is also the majority group in Nakuru. 

IncentivesIncentives for starting the CBO 
Onee of the issues that we wanted to find out from the CBO studies was the incen-
tivee for forming the group and who were the initiators of its formation. It was strik-
ingg to find out that most of the CBOs have been formed with some external influ-
ence.. There was only one group in Mwariki estate that was formed purely by 
memberss of the community without external intervention. This group is currently 
facingg quite a number of problems and they are actively looking for external part-
ners.. In three of the CBOs, the MCN had some influence in terms of either advis-
ingg the leaders or linking the CBO with other actors. Al l the CBOs had an incentive 
too generate incomes for their members. Coming second was an incentive for envi-

Luhya,, Kambas and 
Agkuyu u 
Agikuyu,, Kalenjin, Kisii, 
Somali,, Kamba, Luhya 
andLuo o 
Agikuyuu and Kalenjin 

Agikuyuu and Kambas 
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ronmentall  management through community clean-up activities. In two CBOs, social 
considerationss were mentioned as an incentive to start the CBO. 

ActivitiesActivities of the CBOs 

Mostt activities of the CBOs were concentrated in the neighbourhoods where their 
memberss come from. It is only recently that the CBOs are undertaking joint clean-up 
activities.. We observed that one CBO, Kwaronda, was actively involved in house 
constructionn activities assisted by ITDG. This was not initially an activity that the 
CBOO was involved in but a result of their interaction with NACHU and ITDG. This 
iss an indication that the CBOs could expand their level of activity as a result of inter-
actingg with different partners. In all, the Mwariki Gwicokereria group was least ex-
posedd to outside agencies and consequently had very few activities and accomplish-
ments.. The following box summarises some excerpts from a local daily, showing the 
effectivenesss of the CBO activities. This shows that the local press is active in high-
lightingg CBO activities in Nakuru. 

FrequencyFrequency of meetings 
Att the initial stages of formation the meetings were very frequent as members were 
enthusiasticc about accomplishing so many activities. Currently, all the CBOs hold 
onee meeting per month, on average, with the possibility of the officials meeting 
twicee a month. Al l the CBOs elected their leaders democratically, though the land-
lordss seemed to dominate the leadership. 

GenderGender relations 
Inn all thee four CBOs, women demonstrated a high level of interest and participation 
inn meetings and collective neighbourhood activities like clean-ups. In all but one 
case,, however, women were the minority when it came to leadership positions. 
Evenn when women are involved in leadership, they engage in primarily traditional 
femalee tasks such as secretarial and entertainment offices. In the only all-female 
CBO,, no leadership problems are experienced. It is, however, interesting to ob-
servee that this is the only group that is least exposed to outside agencies. 

Representation Representation 
Givenn the way urban communities are structured, it is important to find out if the 
existingg community groups serve the interests of the majority in the community. 
Wee have already seen that more house owners and landlords than house renters 
tendd to belong to community groups. In the Nakuru case, the majority of the resi-
dentss are tenants and most of them do not belong to any community group. There 
aree several reasons that can be advanced to explain this. Our household survey in-
dicatedd that tenureship, length of stay and perceptions about the benefits of com-
munityy groups are some of the factors that determine whether a household wil l join 
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aa community group. In all the CBOs studied, the extent to which we could say that 
theyy are representative of the communities in the neighbourhoods where they func-
tionn is quite low. 

Boxx 5.3 A town's efforts to reclaim its lost glory 

$du)olss and y0u&  groups 
IntegratedIntegrated Realty Information System (IRIS) Featured 

nodd vvoïksiujpS} to !wósnis£ titcii i on: 
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TheThe external environment 

Outsidee agencies played a significant role in the functioning and overall effective-
nesss of the CBOs studied. Al l the CBOs studied had formed linkages and partner-
shipss with outside agencies, including the MCN. The impact of the MCN was posi-
tivee because the MCN is willin g to support CBO activities where possible. In all, 
Lakevieww had six partner organisations that it has been closely working with, fol-
lowedd by Naroka and Kwaronda groups with four and three partner organisations, 
respectively.. The CBO Mwariki had only the MCN as the outside agent or partner 
thatt it was collaborating with. In the next section, we wil l observe that all the 
CBOss are financially weak. This implies that they could be easily influenced by 
strongerr partner institutions. 

5.5.45.5.4 Social and management problems of community-based environmental 
organisations organisations 

Manyy social and management problems are encountered by the community-based 
environmentall  management initiatives. The field survey indicated that three of the 
fourr CBOs studied were dealing with solid waste management initiatives, only one 
wass involved in water supply and none was involved in sewerage improvement. The 
Mwarikii  CBO concentrated more on the social welfare of its members and it is only 
recentlyy that it has started some clean-up exercises. Some of the common problems 
mentionedd by CBO leaders facing the organisations were the low participation of 
households,, management problems, financial problems, political interference and 
failingg cooperation with the MCN officials. We wil l examine these problems below. 

LowLow participation of households 

Ourr household survey indicated that although respondents were aware of the short-
comingss of the MCN in the provision of water, sanitation services and solid waste 
managementt services, they were of the opinion that the MCN should be the respon-
siblee organisation providing the same. This can explain why few households in our 
surveyy (35%) belonged to CBOs. One way that has been suggested to increase par-
ticipationn in community-based environmental initiatives is community education. 
Anotherr solution that was mentioned by CBO leaders was the provision of appro-
priatee incentives. 

FinancialFinancial problems 

Thee financial position of all the CBOs studied was very weak. Only few members 
off  the CBOs are able to pay the membership fee that is quite low in all the CBOs 
studied.. We observed that the amount paid was also very low, ranging from Kshs. 
100-3000 per month. This makes the CBOs very weak partners financially. Accord-
ingg to many CBO members, they had the willingness to pay the membership fees, 
butt could not afford it. Currently all the CBOs are coming up with proposals seek-
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ingg external support for several activities. The Umbrella Environmental CBO that 
hass been formed is lobbying for external funding to implement a number of prior-
ityy projects. All the CBOs heavily rely (and tend to over-rely) on external support 
fromfrom well-wishers, NGOs, donors and other outside agencies. The Lakeview, 
Narokaa and Kwaronda CBO's have been very aggressive in writing project proposals 
thatt they submitted to donor agencies for funding. For instance, Lakeview relied on 
aa grant from the World bank to buy the refuse collection truck and on WWF funds 
forr the construction of refuse chambers. NAROKA's water kiosks were con-
structedd using a grant from the International Council for Local Environmental 
Initiativess (ICLEI) and the Kwaronda neighbourhood group's shelter improvement 
programmee relies on funding from ITDG. Mwariki relies more on membership fees 
andd monthly contributions by members. Though there are initiatives to start in-
come-generatingg activities by all the groups to improve their financial resources, at 
thee moment they are weak partners and can easily be manipulated. We contend that 
over-reliancee on external funding and resources makes an organisation vulnerable 
andd does not promote its long-term operation. The WWF programme in Nakuru, 
forr example, was winding up in 2001, marking the end of support to the local CBO. 

ManagementManagement problems 
Thee management of community-based environmental initiatives in Nakuru is a 
voluntaryy activity, carried out by more affluent residents71, house owners and 
landlords,, who are motivated by community benefits such as a cleaner environ-
mentt and a better health of neighbourhood residents. Voluntary management is 
nott a problem itself, but continuity of the service may not be secured. There are 
limitationss to voluntary work. Other problems related to management issues that 
weree mentioned by CBO leaders were lack of accountability to the community. 
Al ll  the CBOs studied had very low membership and cannot be said to be repre-
sentativee of the entire community. We need to note that representation of the in-
terestss of the under-privileged groups is particularly important for women and 
youthh in Nakuru's low-income areas. 

LeadershipLeadership and political interference 
CBOss face leadership problems and in-fighting among the members. For a spe-
cificc action to be agreed upon by members who come from different backgrounds 
takess a long time and it requires skilled leadership to move on. In all the four CBOs 
studied,, Lakeview seemed to have very good leadership with a very active chair-
personn who had also managed to have several linkages within the municipality and 
otherr outside actors. He has been the chairperson since the inception of the CBO 
andd has attended a number of leadership training workshops. Naroka, the second 

Forr instance retired civil servants and businessmen. 
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mostt active group among the ones studied, had a very active secretary who is a 
teacherr in a local school and had managed to write several project proposals some 
off  which have been funded. The other two CBOs indicated that they have had some 
leadershipp problems, and that these had not adversely affected their day-to-day op-
erations,, but had limited their expansion. We observed that men dominate the lead-
ershipp of CBOs, with only one CBO having a woman as a chairperson. Local poli-
ticianss in Nakuru were said to interfere with the running of the CBOs, although this 
wass not directly observed. One observation made was that the CBO leadership was 
inclinedd to cooperate with local politicians for obvious reasons: to get support of 
thee MCN in their activities. The chairperson of the Lakeview CBO was well con-
nectedd to local politicians and the Lakeview councillor indicated that he (the 
chairman)) helped the councillor to be elected. It should be noted, however, that 
mostt of the registered CBOs in Nakuru, and especially the ones we studied, are in 
thee areas that are dominated by supporters of the ruling party.72 

5.66 Conclusions 

Mostt middle- and low-income areas do not receive adequate basic services such as 
waterr supply, sewerage and solid waste collection. The provision of urban basic 
servicess is such that the low-income neighbourhoods are under-serviced, while the 
middle-incomee areas still receive some services and the high-income areas are 
welll  serviced. Though the population of Nakuru municipality has increased very 
rapidly,, the MCN has a weak revenue base to cater for the needs of the entire popu-
lation.. This leads to several environmental problems being experienced and the por-
tionn of the population most hurt is the majority in the poor neighbourhoods. Some 
off  these problems have led to incidences of environment-related diseases like ty-
phoidd and cholera. According to the Public Health Department, there have been 
outbreakss of these two diseases almost every other year. The need for more ap-
propriatee planning tools has become critical due to increased social, economic 
andd environmental impacts of urbanisation and the renewed concern for sustainable 
development. . 

Thee role played by the MCN in the environmental management process indicated 
thee extraordinary complexity of the decision-making process and the interaction 
withh other governmental actors. This leads to confusion, poor communication and 
coordination,, and the adoption of a sectoral approach. The major challenge of the 
urbann environmental process in Nakuru is to ensure the improvement of the qual-
ityy of the environment. The prevailing view is that the MCN is responsible for the 

Thiss is an observation made by a former MCN councillor and the physical distribution of 
thee CBOs seems to confirm this fact. 
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provisionn of urban basic services, though many households do not pay taxes to 
supportt this attitude, which depicts lack of civic responsibility that is usually seen 
ass a prerequisite for successful collective action. 

Thee private sector has also been involved in the provision of water through the 
Kenyaa Association of Manufacturers. The informal private sector is also actively in-
volvedd in environmental management initiatives and provision of urban basic ser-
vices.. Waste pickers can be said to have some impacts in solid waste management 
systemm though it was not easy to collect actual data on the amounts of waste that 
theyy collect and recycle. It is their compounded activities that can be said to have 
ann impact on the entire garbage that is collected and recycled. The informal sec-
torr is also involved in water supply through water vending. They are, however, not 
recognisedd by the MCN and are usually harassed. 

Thee MCN has opened up to the idea of working with other actors partly as a re-
sultt of external pressures by donors, partly due the recognition of its weakness in 
financiall  and managerial capacities and partly due to the influence of a new gov-
ernancee climate. However, it prefers to work with 'recognised' actors, i.e. regis-
teredd CBOs and NGOs rather than the informal sector. The frequent conflicts be-
tweenn the MCN chief officers and elected councillors have negative implications 
onn the provision of urban basic services and they need to be resolved amicably. 
Theree is the need to educate the councillors on their role in environmental manage-
mentt in order for them to support specific activities proposed by the chief officers. 

Mostt responses to poor environmental conditions involve the collaboration be-
tweenn various actors. CBOs need to call upon the MCN for legal and technical 
backingg and on external donors for funding; NGOs always work with other ac-
tors,,, in sum, environmental action is always a matter of partnering. Collective 
actionn seems to rest on the dedication and enthusiasm of a rather limited group of 
people;; especially tenants do not seem motivated to engage in collective action 
andd this is a serious bottleneck. This raises issues of the difficulties of mobilising 
communityy members in low-income settlements. Both the formal and informal 
privatee sector has been actively involved in environmental management initia-
tives.. Small-scale private garbage companies were found to be active in the middle-
incomee and some high-income neighbourhoods. Though their activities are not 
adequatelyy coordinated, they collect a significant amount of waste, which would 
otherwisee be indiscriminately dumped. Many informal operators are involved in 
urbann environmental service delivery though they do not get the appropriate backing. 
Evenn CBOs and NGOs seem reluctant to engage the informal actors. We contend 
thatt the roles played by the informal sector, though fragmented, need to be recog-
nizedd and supported. 
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Ass regards to CBOs studied we found that they (a) are small entities which direct 
theirr activities to a local level (in most cases corresponding to a neighbourhood), 
(b)) always seek to build on and develop trans-local links, (c) tend to attract NGOs 
andd other civil society organisations, (d) often operate in a participatory mode 
andd depend on voluntarism, (e) though financially unstable, are thought to be ef-
fectivee in improving the quality of the environment and (f) have helped improve 
thee relations between the residents and the municipal council. 
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